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1 Abstract 

The main purpose of this project is to investigate different tool steels in terms of 

their ability to withstand material transfer buildup, so-called galling, occurring in 

SMF (sheet metal forming) operations. The ability to withstand galling is vital to 

optimize cost-effectiveness and increase the work tool’s effective operational 

time. This investigation studies four different tool steels, including a TiN-coating, 

with the intention of evaluating the microstructures, chemical composition and 

hardness effect on galling resistance in dry conditions using a slider-on-flat-

surface (SOFS) tribo-tester which measures the coefficient of friction during 

sliding. An OP (optical profilometer) was used to measure the size and geometry 

of lump growth on the tool and damage on the work sheet. A scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) was used to identify the interacting tribological mechanisms 

exhibited at different stages during the slide. The SEM figures confirmed three 

different types of characteristic patterns exhibited in the tracks after tribo- testing 

which were categorized as mild adhesive, abrasive and severe adhesive damage. A 

SEM figure that illustrates a ragged contact surface and an obvious change in the 

sheet materials plastic behavior is in this report regarded as a sign of severe 

adhesive contact, the characteristics could possibly be explained by local high 

temperature and high pressure followed by a sudden pressure drop and creation of 

hardened welds or solders between the two surfaces which increase the frictional 

input needed for further advancement. Friction coefficients observed in the initial 

100% mild adhesive stage were, µ=0,22-0,26 succeeded by abrasive SEM 

characteristics often in association with mild adhesive contact and friction values 

between µ=0,25-0,4 which where sometimes followed by severe adhesive SEM 

characteristics in 100% of the contact zone with friction values between µ=0,34-

0,9 respectively. The tool material that performed best according to the friction 

detection criteria was Sv21 closely followed by Sleipner (TiN coated) and Va40 

(HRC 63.3). Unfortunately was the friction criteria, a significant raise in friction 

for defining a sliding length to galling, not adequate for dry conditions due to 

immediate material transfer succeeded by cyclic changes between partial or 100% 

abrasive+mild adhesive and severe adhesive contact. The mechanism that change 

abrasive wear in association with mild adhesive contact, (moderate friction input), 
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to sever adhesive wear, (higher friction input), is dependent on lump shape (lump 

geometry) and can appear at comparably low speeds 0,04-0,08 [m/s] and low 

friction energy input (µ=0,34), the magnitude of the change in friction is therefore 

not always significant and hardly detectable on the friction graph. This was quite 

unexpected but could be explained by concentration of friction energy rater than 

the absolute amount. The problem with using friction graphs for galling 

evaluation was increased even further when a very small lump size and low 

corresponding rate of material transfer to the tool surface caused a sustainable 

high raise in friction (µ≈0,3→0,6) on a TiN-coated tool steel called Sleipner. A 

hardly detectable or similar friction raise for Sv21 and Va40 showed much larger 

corresponding lump size and rate of material transfer. This means that friction 

graphs demonstrate a clear problem with quantifying lump size [m
3
] and rate of 

material transfer [m
3
/s]. Another phenomenon called stick slip behavior, material 

transfer and lump growth followed by a sudden decrease in lump size and transfer 

of material back to the work sheet, is also not possible to detect on a friction 

graph. Because a drop in friction can easily be a change in contact temperature 

and lump attack angle due to a growing lump and not a decreasing lump. The 

conclusion: A friction graph is not suited for galling evaluation and ranking in dry 

SOFS conditions. A ranking should primarily be based on dimensional OP 

measurements of the cross section of formed tracks and scratches or preferably by 

repeated OP measurements of the tool surface during a single test, the last revel 

the exact lump growth history and true lump growth even in the sliding direction. 
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2 Introduction  

Tool steels differ in their ability to withstand material transfer and buildup, so-

called galling, when used in SMF (sheet metal forming) operations. To optimize 

cost-effectiveness in the SMF-process, the ability to withstand galling is vital to 

increase the work tool’s effective operational time. A wide range of definitions, 

terminology and theories have been developed for this phenomenon. In this report 

will the work sheet material transfer to the tool surface be referred to as a lump 

and the corresponding damage on the work sheet will be referred to as a scratch. 

Phenomena such as “scoring” “scuffing”, “seizure” and “cohesive forces” [1] will 

be considered as being part of the whole concept of galling, because they all 

include one or more of the wear mechanisms defined in the ASTM G40 standards 

as “abrasive” (damage below the mean height of the asperities), “mild adhesive” 

(shear stress breakage of asperities) and the so called “severe adhesive wear” the 

last have no agreed standard definition. These three contacts or wears will be 

explained in more detail later. The big difference from previous categorization is 

that galling is the general term for material transfer to the tool but the 

corresponding contact or damage found on the work sheet using a SEM is defined 

by three characteristic patterns which can, with different proportions, be exhibited 

simultaneously or solitaire in the formed scratch (scar) bottom. This means that 

these patterns are not regarded as individual wear phenomenons because they all 

act simultaneously and symbiotically with each other and the galling 

phenomenon. This greatly simplifies SEM classification of scratches to only three 

different types of contact or damage and the amount of galling is connected to the 

quantity of transferred material to the tool. The previous view is partly supported 

by previous researchers [1] although not with the same interpretations and 

simplifications of the different contacts, notably is this view not accepted through 

out the entire tribological community. The following chapters will explain 

different tribological conditions in general and pinpoint tribological regimes in 

SMF, and requires a comprehensive knowledge about tribology and material 

behavior from the reader. The last introduction chapters will present material and 

friction models in general and also a selection of test results from other 

researchers.  
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2.1 The galling phenomenon  

2.1.1 General  

The SMF processes involve a system of both material and tribologcial features. 

This makes it to a quite complicated system and some features are not completely 

understood, especially the galling phenomenon, which is why there is a need for 

simplification and assumptions according to the existing material and tribological 

laws in correlation with other researchers work. This can give a perspective to the 

contacts found in SOFS tribo-testing, the equipment used in this investigation.  

2.1.2 Galling definition  

The term galling is a universally used word for sustainable material transfer from 

a work piece to a corresponding tool. This usually leads to a sudden increase of 

kinetic friction due to increased damage on the work piece which in severe cases 

makes the produced product inadequate for further use. The definition of the 

galling phenomenon according to ASTM standard G40 is: “a form of surface 

damage arising between sliding solids, distinguished by microscopic, usually 

localized, roughening and creation of protrusions above the original surface” [2]. 

The material transfer and buildup is often refereed to as lump growth. Different 

lump geometries lead to changes in the contact between the work piece and the 

tool. However an exact criterion that quantitatively pinpoints galling and the 

corresponding contact that covers all existing test methods and materials has not 

yet been agreed upon. Nevertheless, the following is a draft for a definition 

developed for a button on a cylinder test designed by S. R. Hummel [3]. 

 

• Galling is a severe type of adhesive wear that can occur between 

two sliding solids. 

• The damage is characterized by “macroscopic, usually localized, 

roughening and creation of protrusions above the original surface; 

it often includes plastic flow or material transfer or both.  

• Galling causes the kinetic frictional force between the two sliding 

solids to rise dramatically.  
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• Adhesive wear 

• Abrasive wear 

Though it’s a more exact definition than the ASTM standard G40 [2] the Hummel 

[3] definition had to be modified with some addendums before being applied as a 

detection criterion when using the SOFS tribo- tester, the tester which this paper’s 

results are based upon. The addendums and problems with creating an adequate 

friction detection criterion are discussed later in the discussion chapter 6. 

2.1.3 Contact and wear related to galling 

The already established ASTM standards and definitions and theories about 

tribological contact and wears can be interpreted differently and from the 

literature survey it is clear that there exist a wide range of opinions about 

appearances and descriptions of the different contacts and mechanisms.[1] The 

different opinions can be derived from the actual ASTM, (or other), definitions 

which in many cases are themselves unclear, leaving the field open for 

interpretations. Also the vast amount of various types of damage and scratch 

appearances connected to different testing equipment, test materials and loads 

makes the task of creating a universal definition for contact and wears even more 

complicated. However, the following chapter will present the general ASTM 

written definitions that will be referred to in the result and discussion chapter and 

also discuss not sanctioned but common terminology within the adhesive wear 

regime, used amongst other researchers and in this report when commenting the 

sheet damage found after SOFS tribo-testing. 

2.1.4 ASTM wear definitions 

The general tribological conditions that can be found in SOFS contact and defined 

in the ASTM standard can bee divided into the following two groups: [2] 

 

Abrasive wear 

Contact between the surfaces that goes deeper than the mean height of the 

asperities and consequently leads to plastic deformation or brittle fracture mostly 

on the softer surface. Abrasive contact is commonly described in terms of wear 

volume as severe wear and is not common in well lubricated conditions. Usually 

energy loss can be derived from brittle fracture or lateral cracking, sideways 

plastic displacement of material, ploughing and cutting in the softer material or all 

of these together. A large volume displacement usually results in high friction. 
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Adhesive wear 

The most characteristic feature of this type of wear is the asperity/asperity contact 

and also material buildup and transfer from one surface to another. [4] The contact 

generally involves shear stress breakage of the asperities and both chemical 

bonding and mechanical attachment between adhered material and the mating 

surface. Adhesive wear and material buildup should not be confused with 

adhesive forces that can act between two very small interacting bodies notably 

even if they are separated by distance and not in direct contact [5].  

2.1.5 Where is galling located 

Galling develops gradually and may include features such as scratching of the 

work sheet, graphite nodule pullouts [6], friction fatigue crack formation, thermal 

or non-thermal activated chemical bonding or mechanical attachment which leads 

to transfer and buildup of adhered sheet material onto the tool surfaces. In 

lubricated contact, frictional heating can initiate galling growth [7] often situated 

around local surface defects or carbides [8]. A general rule is that all irregularities 

or high peak asperities on the tool surface can act as initiation sites for work 

material transfer.  

2.1.6 When does galling happen 

Adhered material will always be present if two surfaces are in contact. Even at 

very low loads and without involving any kinetic component, chemical reactions 

between aligned surfaces can promote transfer of material that will have a 

sustainable effect on the coefficient of friction when sliding is applied. The 

question is whether or not this material will be considered galling in terms of the 

ASTM standard G40 [2] definition. The transfer of material is sustainable and 

possesses the potential to give a persistent rise in the kinetic friction when load 

and sliding is applied but can’t be recognized as galling because the definition, 

(see chapter 2.1.2), clearly states that galling will only appear during sliding 

between two solids. This means that any transfer of material must be initiated by 

the same conditions exhibited in the contact zone during sliding. However two 

aligned surfaces compressed against each other may develop a bond. The force 

needed to tear them apart might say something about the chemical adhesion 

between the surfaces and partly something about the materials galling properties.  
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2.1.7 Material properties that prevent galling  

The critical question is what material properties give a high resistance to galling? 

The answer to this question demands an extensive empirical knowledge or a deep 

understanding of the mechanisms involved. The different galling mechanisms are 

presently not entirely described and understood due to the unclear standard 

definition for the phenomenon. The only method for material ranking is therefore 

empirical evaluations using methods sanctioned by the ASTM organization which 

involve some kind of ranking criteria. However distinctions between dry and 

lubricated conditions must be made. The effectiveness of the cleaning process is 

extremely important if dry conditions are used because the potential for the 

adhesion mechanism is totally different even for fragile amounts of lubrication 

compared to extremely dry conditions, also different microstructure and surface 

features perform differently in both dry and lubricated conditions [9].  

2.2 SMF  

2.2.1 Sheet metal forming (SMF) 

There are several different methods for forming sheet metal. The following are 

some of the most important methods: [10] 

 

• Stretching/Deep Drawing  

Stretching and deep drawing are two widely used SMF methods for 

manufacturing metal parts for a number of applications, see (Fig 2.2.1-1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In stretching, a metal sheet is clamped between the die and clamp tool and then 

stretched down into the die with a metal dorn (punch). In Deep Drawing the 

metal sheet is clamped by a considerably smaller load and is therefore able to 

 

Blank 

Holder 

Blank 

Holder 

Fig 2.2.1-1 illustrates the principal of deep drawing and stretching.[11] 
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A B 

follow down into the die with the dorn. Compared to stretching, this method 

reduces the tensile stresses in the sheet and the need for a large dorn force. The 

explanation of Stretching/Deep Drawing implies the need for a substantial force. 

This can be derived from the plastic stretching in the work material but also the 

influence of friction. In axi asymmetrical products the sheet will be plastically 

deformed with different speeds in several directions, partly because of this and 

because of nonconformity of contact pressure distribution, different tribological 

regimes act on the die and work piece. This makes it harder too compute 

mathematical models for the stress distribution and friction in axi asymmetrical 

products. 

 

• Air bending/Bottoming  

Air bending, (Fig 2.2.1-2), is another important SMF method in the 

manufacturing industry. Air bending differs from the previous methods by 

involving a minimum amount of initial stretching and includes a very small 

initial contact area between the tool (die) and sheet. This has an important 

tribological influence compared to stretching/deep drawing. The different 

contact zone, except for the first fraction of a second, from that of 

stretching/deep drawing can be recognized from the figures, (Fig 2.2.1-1 & -2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

However, similar products exhibits almost the same stress distribution and 

plastic deformation regardless of method but depending on whether the process 

is dry or lubricated there are some differences in contact pressure and frictional 

behavior. The air bending contact zone is very small between the work sheet 

and the dorn nose (punch) and die rounding and implies high threshold pressure 

in the contact zone, see in more detail (Fig 2.2.2-2). This high pressure could 

easily lead to increased abrasive, adhesive or even severe adhesive damage on 

the work sheet if any irregularities or work sheet material transfer, so called 

galling, are developed on the tool (die). For contact classification, see (Chap 6). 

Fig 2.2.1-2 illustrates the principal of air bending [A] and bottoming [B].[12] 
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Fig 2.2.1-3 illustrates the principal of hydro forming.[13] 
 

• Hydro-forming  

Hydro forming can be very similar to deep drawing with the exception of the 

dorn (punch), see the figure (Fig 2.2.1-3). The main difference is a pressurized 

fluid instead of a dorn (punch) and the need for a tight enclosure. Resent 

development achieve a tight enclosure by welding two work sheets together 

which is than filled with a pressurized fluid. Hydro forming gives advantages in 

quality maintenance and a capacity for complicated geometries and structures, 

the disadvantage is the need for a tight enclosure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Rubber-forming  

This is also a deep drawing (Fig 2.2.1-1) process but here the dorn (punch) 

material is changed to rubber instead of metal. An advantage is that the dorn 

(punch) is a soft polymer and abrasive wear is likely to happen on the dorn 

(punch) rather than on the hard product. A disadvantage is that the wear on the 

dorn (punch) can be considerable. 

 

• Spinning  

The spinning process (Fig 2.2.1-4) is used for round axisymmetric products, for 

example, cones. The sheet is clamped on a rotating die and a pressing tool is 

pressed against the die and sheet. This will stretch the outside and compress the 

inside and the sheet gets a round shape.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 2.2.1-4 illustrate the principal of spinning.[14] 
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• Ironing  

Ironing is another deep drawing process but executed in several steps and is 

widely used in the canning industry. [10] The sheet is drawn through a series of 

drawing rings with a gradually decreasing inner diameter. The cup’s inner 

diameter is represented by the diameter of the dorn. The process gives the cup 

height at the expense of the wall thickness, see (Fig 2.2.1-5).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The focuses in the following chapters are set on the first two processes, 

stretching/deep drawing and air bending/bottoming and the possible contact 

pressures and wear regimes found in dry conditions. This project interest groups 

the faculty of technology and science at Karlstad university use the SOFS 

tribology test equipment and the universities project originators where mainly 

interested in results with possible implementation to unlubricated 

stretching/deep drawing and air bending/bottoming. The project lay out is 

thereby constructed on accordance with their needs and the initial project 

briefing.  

 

Fig 2.2.1-5 illustrate the principal of ironing.[15] 
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2.2.2 Different tribological regimes in SMF 

As previously mentioned, this report is devoted to unlubricated conditions only. 

However, there is in comparison little research done for unlubricated metal 

forming including deep drawing/stretching and air bending/bottoming. This is 

because these manufacturing methods work under severe loads and unwanted 

wear tends to be higher on both the work tool and the produced product without 

any lubricant. However some resent research has been done in dry contact, often 

in association with lubricants and coatings. Because of this, are descriptions of 

methods and results under lubricated conditions included and related to 

corresponding unlubricated conditions where it is possible. 

 

Air bending versus deep drawing in dry conditions 

When comparing air bending and deep drawing regarding dry friction, the main 

difference is the deep drawing’s blank holder and applied pressure, (Fig 2.2.1-1). 

In air bending, the friction component between the die and work sheet is initially 

relatively high compared to the residual tensile stretching induced by the dorn 

(punch). The deep drawing process can apply different pressures on the blank 

holder depending on the application, a high pressure increase the friction and 

residual stretching within the work sheet. 

 

Air bending versus Deep Drawing in lubricated conditions 

In lubricated conditions the air bendings small contact area has an unfavorable 

geometry for maintaining a sustainable lubrication film thickness. Most lubricants 

have a BL (Boundary Lubrication) regime, instead of ML (Mixed Lubricated 

Condition) regime, at these geometry conditions and loads which gives a higher 

friction [10]. This means that the influence of friction is usually higher in 

lubricated air bending than in lubricated deep drawing. 
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Different contact types 

Dissimilar contact types will occur for the different SMF methods. In the figure 

(Fig 2.2.2-1) (A), a sliding contact between the work sheet, blank holder and die, 

exhibit a 3 dim stress system with surface shearing and internal stress 

components. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Differences between deep drawing and stretching  

The difference between deep drawing and stretching is the blank holder pressure. 

Stretching exhibits a high pressure and the sheet between the blank holder and die 

is generally motionless this means that the blank holder and die region can be 

excluded as a tribological important area and the developed stretching in the work 

sheet is only dependent on the dorn (punch) force. In deep drawing, the sheet 

slides with relative ease between blank holder and die similar to figure (A) and the 

friction shear on the surface is sizable and the tensile stress inside the work 

material is of corresponding size, see (Fig 2.2.1-1) (A). This makes the number of 

tribological contact surfaces higher in deep drawing than in stretching. The 

tribological process in figure (Fig 2.2.2-1) (B) is represented in deep drawing but 

not in stretching, we can call this a rolling contact. The sheet is bent and unbent 

during its passage along and between the die and dorn (punch) [10]. In figure (C), 

(Fig 2.2.2-1), a combination of the two contact types (A) and (B) act on the sheet, 

this contact type is represented in air bending/bottoming.  

 

Fig 2.2.2-1 illustrates different contact situations and stress 

situations in the sheet. [10] 

(A) =Sliding 

(B) = Rolling 

(C) =Rolling and sliding combination 

 

A B 

C 

vn 
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Fig 2.2.2-2 illustrates the geometry of Air Bending. At the die rounding 

(A) and dorn( punch) rounding (B) the pressure is high.[10] 

 

Fn = Punch force. [N] 

B = Strip width [m] 

E
*
= Combined elastic modules  

R = Die radius 

Lubricated Air Bending  

The geometry of air bending is shown in (Fig 2.2.2-2) from the picture the 

equation simulating the contact pressure between sheet, dorn (punch) and die can 

be derived, see eq.1 [4]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The equation for contact pressure shows that the mean contact pressure and the 

sheets sliding velocity is time dependent, see (Fig 2.2.2-3), this has a significant 

influence on the tribological conditions and the lubrication number *L, see the 

equation in (Fig 2.2.2-3). The time dependent pressure and velocity might be of 

interest when testing tool steels galling resistance in both dry and lubricated air 

bending SOFS tribo-test simulations. The ramping of pressure and speed in SOFS 

testing should imitate the cyclic behavior seen in the figure, (Fig 2.2.2-3).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

eq. 1 

 
Fn 

M 

*F
n

 

B 

A 

Fig 2.2.2-3 illustrates a diagram for time dependency in velocity [m/s], 

contact pressure [Pa] and corresponding lubrication *L[-] number in Air 

Bending.[10] 
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Fig 2.2.2-4 illustrates the distribution of tensile stress for an axi- asymmetric  

cup. A high stress is developed in the inner corner (A) but is lower in the outer 

corners (C). The sheets velocity is low at (C) compared to the long side (B).  

This can be derived from the axi- asymmetry in the cups geometry. [10] 

 

A 

Deep Drawing/Stretching tribological model 

In deep drawing, the sheet is both stretched (tensile stress) and sheared. The 

figure, see (Fig 2.2.2-4), illustrates an axi- asymmetrical cup, in this case a square 

formed cup. The tensile stresses are represented by white arrows and are relatively 

high in the inner corner (A) compared to the long side (B). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Although the stress is high in the inner corner, see (Fig 2.2.2-5) (A), it gradually 

decreases when travelling to the outer corner, see (Fig 2.2.2-5) (B), because the 

same stress related energy found in the cups corner is absorbed over a bigger area 

or volume when traveling outwards. This also means that the speed of the sheet is 

lower at, (Fig 2.2.2-4) (C). In comparison, a relatively even stress distribution 

found at, (Fig 2.2.2-4) (B), gives a higher speed (v) at the sheets boundary.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The different speeds are important for friction and wear because the velocity 

influences lubrication thickness and different tribological conditions. To prevent 

wear and faults on the product when using these methods, a blank holder can be 

divided into several smaller units. Every unit can be subdued to an individual 

load, (Fig 2.2.2-6) this controls the stresses in the work sheet and also the 

thickness of the produced product. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2.2.2-5 illustrates a computer animated cup. The Stress is high in the 

inner corner (A) and decrees when travelling to the outer corner (B). [16] 

Fig 2.2.2-6 illustrates how a blank holder 

can be divided into sections to control the 

deformation in the work sheet. 

Different blank holder units at (A). [10] 

 
A 

B 

B 
A 

C 

v 
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We can pinpoint 6 different zones in the figure, (Fig 2.2.2-7), and track down 3 

types of contact in lubricated deep drawing. Some of the zones have virtually the 

same contact type’s, this is of course dependent on blank holder pressure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The different contact types for Deep Drawing are as follows. 

 

         &         Here we have a low normal pressure, usually (P≈ 1-10 [MPa]), and a 

tangential shear stress component that is dependent on the speed, 

normal load, Ra and hardness of the four surfaces. These regions can 

act in all lubricated conditions BL, ML or EHL.[10]. The contact is 

similar to (A) in (Fig 2.2.2-1). 

 

This region is very important due too high contact pressure P≈100 

[MPa] [11] and the strain in the material is high. The sheet is bent 

and unbent. This region generally exhibits a BL condition depending 

on the geometry of the die and punch force.[10] The contact is 

similar to (B) in (Fig 2.2.2-1).  

 

        &          These regions exhibit a BL or ML condition depending on speed and 

if lubricants are used. [10] The tensile stress can be relatively high in 

stretching but is lower in deep drawing. The contact is similar to (A) 

in (Fig 2.2.2-1). 

 

This region is usually not a important area and relatively high 

pressures in front of the dorn (punch) nose leads to BL, ML or EHL 

condition similar to (A) in (Fig 2.2.2-1).  

1 2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

 
Fig 2.2.2-7 illustrates different contact zones in an 

axisymmetrical deep drawing process. [10] 
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2.2.3 Dies design to avoid wear 

 

Wear of dies 

We can conclude from the figure (Fig 2.2.2-2 regions (A),(B)) and equation 2.20 

that the contact pressure for air bending is highly dependent on the dies geometry. 

The same can be said for deep drawing, the figures (Fig 2.2.2-7 regions (3), (5)) 

and (Fig 2.2.2-5) also imply a geometric dependence for contact pressure. The 

high pressure is similar for dry conditions and wear on the tool is likely to start 

here. There are two situations that make a tool unsuitable in manufacturing. 

 

1. Loss of material on the tool produces faults on the manufactured products. 

2. Gain of material on the tool produces faults on the manufactured products 

 

The reason for an inadequate tool is usually gain of material to the tool, often 

referred to as galling. The material transferee and build up on the tool can inflict 

unwanted abrasive or even severe adhesive wear or damage on the manufactured 

products, see (Chapter 6.1). The amount of damage on the produced products is 

dependent on the lump size and amount of adhered material to the tool and 

whether or not the lump growth is sustainable.  

 

Dies Design  

In the process of deep drawing, several variables are important such as the 

products diameter, height, wall thickness, required material properties and the 

dorn (punch) force. It is important to minimize unwanted high threshold pressure 

on the work sheet to avoid wear and here there exists a correlation between the 

die, dorn (punch) geometry and dorn (punch) force [17]. The die should have a 

large radius and have a close exit angle between the die and the work sheet to 

avoid unwanted wear [18] in the manufacturing process because this provides an 

even stress distribution and lower wear. 
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2.3 Tool steels  

2.3.1 General 

Definition: A generic term applied to a wide range of steels, both plain carbon and 

more advanced alloyed steels. It includes steels suitable for various types of 

cutting tools, press tools, hot and cold heading dies, moulds for plastics and die 

casting, extrusion tools, hand tools, etc.[19] 

2.3.2 Microstructure 

The improvement in microstructure can be reached in several ways. The two main 

methods are: 

• Chemical composition (alloying) 

• Heat treatment (Quenching)  

Chemical composition often affects quenching and therefore these methods are 

closely linked to each other. In a tribological aspect there are several parameters 

that affect friction, and one of which is microstructure. Unfortunally the 

microstructures influence on galling differs in dry and lubricated conditions.  

 

Microstructures affect on galling in dry conditions.  

Some materials exhibit graphite nodules on the surface. A problem in dry 

conditions is nodule pullouts that create irregularities on the tool surface which 

acts as initiation sites for work material transfer [6]. Carbide phases are often used 

to induce hardness and strength in the crystal matrix, these carbides seems from 

previous experiments to be important for the material transfer and galling buildup 

in dry conditions [7] [8], notably is the exact reason for this not proven. 

 

Microstructure affect on galling in lubricated conditions.  

Lubricated conditions set other demands on the microstructure and an important 

feature is the geometrical situation for the lubrication agent to keep a sustainable 

effective lubrication thickness. The size and distribution of carbide nodules induce 

higher surface hardness but also affect the geometrical situation on the surface. 

This means that the size and distribution of the carbides guide the effective 

lubrication thickness and is very important in a lubricated galling aspect.  
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2.3.3 Alloying 

In today’s market there exists a wide rang of tool steels with different sets of 

alloys designed for different purposes. The alloy can induce properties in the 

microstructure such as grain boundary improvement, grain size and prevention of 

crack formation when quenching. Recent developments in powder metallurgy can 

produce layered or advanced grid structures of alloys in the tools matrix and 

improve the phase constitution and as a result the tool steel’s frictional abilities.  

Carbon (C) is used to improve strength and provide the potential for growth of 

carbides in association with other elements, for example titanium (Ti). Sulphur (S) 

is not wanted in tool steels because it decreases fracture toughness, but on the 

other hand provides good work conditions in a work piece during cutting 

operations and machining. Low manganese (Mn) content minimizes the 

possibility of crack formation during water quenching and improves hardness, 

fracture toughness and casting abilities. Vanadium (V) improves the steel´s 

strength. Some atoms and their formed molecules have less potential to form 

atomic bonds with other atoms and this fact can be used in a galling aspect when 

alloying the tool steel. A suitable alloy for this propose is nitrogen (N) which 

forms chemically stable molecules on the surface and enhances galling resistance 

[20][1]. 

2.3.4  Surface roughness 

Surface roughness and the exact shape of the asperities such as attack angle have a 

critical influence on friction, wear rate, frictional heating, lubrication thickness 

and distribution, localization and concentration of inputted energy.[7] In a galling 

aspect must the same physical laws for frictional heating apply to formed lumps 

and transferred material although with some adjustments for dimensional 

proportions. Another thing worth noticing is that carbides usually give a higher 

degree of surface roughness under load due to a bulk strain effect. 

2.3.5 Hardness 

The Hardness (Vickers) is the static pressure between a penetrating diamond 

pyramid and its subject material where the penetration speed approach zero during 

testing. Brinell and Rockwell are two other types of hardness tests, both are 

dependent on penetration velocity and geometry of the test tool. The hardness is 
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thereby not suited to define contact pressures between bodies with random 

geometries and high penetration velocities, this view is not accepted through out 

the whole tribological community. In tribology, hardness is one of the most 

recognized parameters when dealing with frictional problems and is supposed to 

lower friction and wear resistance and improve resistance to scratching which can 

act as initiation sites for work material transfer and galling. Hardness often 

correlates with small grain size, the material properties of the grains the grain 

boundaries and other hard phases such as carbides. Hardness is often related to 

brittle behavior which is connected with fracture toughness. But in most tool 

steels the hardness of the grain boundaries or other hard phases is compensated by 

flexure in the main grains. Another important factor is the small grain size that 

gives more phase boundaries and hinders crack propagation. In addition to this, 

different alloys such as vanadium (V) [21] can decrease brittleness and improve 

fracture toughness.  

 

Contact pressure  

The hardness of both opposing surfaces defines the maximum contact pressure [1] 

that can be reached in the contact zone in a one dimensional stress system 

including both plastic and elastic deformation or in a semi static (low speed) 

contact. In the elastic case the maximum pressure is defined by the combined 

elastic modules. The hardness is in this report not regarded to define SOFS 

contact and the lumps maximum contact pressure.  

 

Frictional heating 

The hardness is important for frictional heating or more precisely the flash 

temperature Tf [7] including a shape factor in a macro asperity aspect. When 

forming a lump the transferred material’s hardness is dependent on a strain 

hardening effect, according to [1], and this must influence frictional heating 

almost in the same way as the hardness of the asperities.  
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2.3.6 Oxides 

Empirically it seems that the appearance of galling between two sliding solids 

decreases if the donor material counter faces a surface that exhibits a thicker oxide 

layer [22] or if the donor material exhibits a thick layer of chrome (Cr) oxides on 

the work sheet [23], both these features are considered to decrease the tendency 

for galling. Oxides exhibits properties such as high hardness and brittleness and 

are generally chemically inert.  

2.3.7 Melting point of the sheet material 

The melting point of the sheet material is usually lower than that of the tool. If 

influence of frictional heating [1] is the main reason for galling buildup would a 

higher transition temperature in the sheet material possibly give less adhesion. 

The temperature for the amorphic phase or even melting point of the transferred 

material would be of some interest. 

2.4 Methods for wear and tribotesting 

When testing the wear rate and tribological properties is it vital that the test 

equipment exhibit the same conditions as the manufacturing process. To obtain 

reproducible results, reduction of fault factors is important. The economical aspect 

is also of importance. This can be broken down into seven general rules. [4] 

 

1. The obtained result should be well-defined.  

2. Contact between the sheet and tool should be reproducible.  

3. Fresh and clean sheets and tools have to be used. 

4. When testing, the contact zone should exhibit the same conditions as in the 

manufacturing process. 

5. The wear and friction should be measured directly.  

6. The test tool and sheet should be “easy” to make and inexpensive.  

7. The test method should allow sliding distances in the range of kilometers. 

 

A number of different test methods have being developed during the years. The 

following chapters describe some of these methods.  
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2.4.1 Cylinder strip streching 

The strip stretching test [4] is a common way to test how the radius =R affect the 

wear rate on the sheet. This test has some limitations the friction in the contact 

zone cannot be measured directly and the friction is not independent of the normal 

load. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.4.2 Draw bead simulator  

Draw bead testing is a variant of the strip stretching test. Strip material is drawn 

through a set of three cylinders. The cylinders can rotate freely or be fixed in their 

initial position. The test can be used to examine how the hard weld in prewelded 

sheets affects the cylinders wear rate. Another use is, as in the cylinder strip 

stretching, is to quantify how different radii =R and cylinder materials effect the 

wear rate on the sheet. [4] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.4.3 A cylinder on strip method 

The cylinder on strip method is used to simulate very realistic SMF-like contacts.  

The advantages of this method are: [4] 

• A well defined contact between sheet and tool.  

• The sliding tool is used for friction measurement. 

• By using a tensile tester for clamping the sheet, testing can be done under 

controlled plastic deformation of the sheet.  

 pFu,&  

BpF  

N 

Sheet 

Fig 2.4.1-1 [4] illustrates the principal of a strip stretch that tests the 

radius = R. The velocity =u& and the normal force =N are dependent on 

the pulling force = FP and the material parameters of the sheet. 

 

R 
P 

F 

A 

N The line represents a hard weld.  

Fig 2.4.2-1 [4] illustrates the principal of the draw bead test. The sheet is 

drawn between the three cylinders (A) whit the radius (R). he sheet is bent 

and unbent. The normal force (N) and the radius (R) and force (F) gives 

different pressure in the contact zones (P). 
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Fig 2.4.4-1 [4] illustrates the principle of a DDPS wear test. This device can 

simulate long sliding wear. The sheet is rolled up from a reel (A) and drawn and 

bent through a drawing edge (B) and then rolled up on a second reel (C. The 

wear on the drawing edge can then be measured. 

 

 

 

 

B 

A 

C 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.4.4 DDPS, Deep drawing process simulator  

A DDPS [25] model wear test simulates long sliding and its effect on the tool. The 

example shown in the figure (Fig 2.4.4-1) is not a very convenient way to test 

long slide wear rate for different tool materials or geometries because the method 

consumes a vast amount of sheet material per sliding meter. On the other hand, it 

gives a long slide contact situation similar to the manufacturing method of deep 

drawing. [4] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A 

Fig 2.4.3-1 [4] illustrates the principal of a cylinder on strip method. By clamping the 

sheet with a tensile tester (A) the sheet can undergo controlled plastic deformation 

when it is pulled in the direction of the reed arrow. 
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A 

B 

C 

2.4.5 Slider-on-flat-surface (SOFS) 

The slider-on-flat-surface or SOFS tribo-tester is suitable for measuring long 

sliding effects on the tool and wear rate. The tester consists of a ring that is drawn 

on a sheet with a controlled normal load=Fn and speed=v. Some advantages with 

this tester are that the contact between the sheet and the tool is well defined, the 

sliding tool is used for friction measurement, one square meter of sheet 1 [m
2
] has 

the potential to give 1 [km] sliding distance for the tool and the tester is 

reasonably affordable [14]. 

 

 

 

 

 

2.4.6 Pin-on-disk test 

The [9] pin-on-disk tester is a common method of investigating friction and wear.  

One part of the tester features work material that is attached to a flat circular test 

disk (A), another alternative is that the whole test disk is made of work material. 

The test is executed by letting a pin (B) made of tool steel press against the disk 

with a normal load Fn under circulation. The tip of the pin can have different 

geometries and also continuously scratch the same area again and again during 

each stroke (1 stroke = 1 revolution) or scratch fresh new material during each 

stroke when moved in the transverse direction(C).  

 

 

 

 

 

The advantage with this tester is flexibility in the test pin geometry. 

Disadvantages are the influence of duration, meaning that it has different speeds 

and sliding directions within the contact area due to the circular motion. Usually is 

the same material repeatedly in contact which make it difficult to get a track 

history and impossible to examine the corresponding contact in a friction diagram 

after testing. 

Fig 2.4.5-1 [4] illustrates sliding geometry in the SOFS tribo- tester. 

Fig 2.4.6-1 [9] illustrates the pin-on-disk tester. 
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2.5 Detection and evaluation methods  

Measurements of the kinetic coefficient of friction, when a tool slides on a sheet 

using a button-on-cylinder test, may detect galling [3]. If a dramatic increase in 

the friction is measured the presence of galling can be suspected. By using a 

friction vs sliding diagram a comparison and ranking between different material´s 

galling resistance might be possible. However, there is a distinction between 

galling and frictional behavior in dry and lubricated sliding which indicates that 

these conditions need somewhat different evaluation methods. The existing 

quantitative or qualitative evaluation methods, where some include various galling 

criterias, all have limitations and need to be further developed for a certain test 

equipment, aim, materials and conditions which will be discussed in the 

discussion chapter 6.  

2.5.1 Quantitative ranking using sliding distance to galling (dry) 

In dry conditions the transfer of material is almost instant and the coefficient of 

friction fluctuates considerably and a clear distinction between galled and non 

galled conditions doesn’t exist. However, in dry contact there are two stages 

where a “dramatic” increase of friction can take place that might be possible to 

use for quantitative material evaluation processes. [3] 

1. No adhered material→Small lump size (high adhesion rate) 

The change from mainly mild adhesive flattening of asperities to a mixture of 

abrasive ploughing and high rate of adhesive lump growth generally increases the 

coefficient of friction, one example is (µ=0,23→0,34). Though the raise in friction 

is not substantial in absolute amount and sometimes barly viseble on a friction 

graph is it considerable compared with the previous flattening stage. 

2. Small lump size(low adhesion rate)→Large lump size (high adhesion rate) 

The initial transfer and rapid lump growth is generally succeded by a stabilization 

of friciton and transfer rate, a so called steady state. The staedy state consists of a 

mixture of abrasive (ploughing) and adhesive lump growth. During sliding is the 

steady state changed to severe adhesive contact, visible in a SEM figure as a clear 

change in the sheet materials plastic beheviour. Depending on the size of volume 

displacement gives the previous abrasive condition a lower coefficient of friction 

than the following severe adhesive contact. The change in mechanism is the same 

as in example 1 but with a higher raise in friction, for example (µ=0,3→0,6).  
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It is important to notice that quantitavtive ranking assume two ideal examples and 

do not applie to the materials tested in this project, becouse the lump growth was 

disimilar from friction values between different tests and materials. A raise in 

friction (µ=0,3→0,6) didn´t always significatly increase the transfere rate or lump 

growth. Also it could be a result of a small lump and unfavourble attack angle. As 

a consequence was friction graphs and beheviour not comparable between tests 

and materials and didn´t include any desierble information for ranking purposes.  

2.5.2 Quantitative ranking using sliding distance to galling (lubri) 

In lubricated conditions the friction is generally relatively constant during non-

galled conditions, but when galling is present the coefficient of friction is much 

higher. There are two occurrences that have to take place before this dramatic 

increase of friction can take place. 

 

1. The contact change is succeeded by the breakdown of the lubrication agent 

with a corresponding decrease in effective fluid thickness, possibly 

initiated or accelerated by frictional heating [7]. 

 

2. The decrease in effective fluid thickness increases the contact between the 

sliding surfaces and accelerates the lump growth on the tool surface, which 

increases the P (ploughing) component in the BL (boundary lubricated) 

condition [24] with a corresponding increase in abrasive plastic 

deformation and possibly even local thermally activated severe adhesive 

contact.  

The presence of galling must be confirmed by ocular inspection of the tool and 

sheet in order to discard other factors that might be responsible for an increase in 

friction. The test will evaluate the materials´s ability to successfully maintain a 

lubrication thickness and secondary the material´s adhesion properties, which is a 

huge difference compared to dry test conditons and galling evaluations. 

2.5.3 Qualitative ranking after choosing a fixed sliding distance 

If it is questionable to use a rises in the friction coefficient and changes in the 

corresponding contact, to quantitatively pinpoint a sliding distance [m] to galling, 

must other methods of friction evaluation be used, here follows two examples. 
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Friction area comparison method 

A friction diagram for an examined tool steel can be qualitatively compared with 

another tool steel diagram. First a fixed sliding distance is chosen and then by 

integration the total area under the friction graph is calculated. The area can then 

be used as a qualitative comparison number. This method will use the entire 

friction curve for comparison purposes.  

 

Total diagram comparison method 

Another method is to just lay the different graphs on top of each other and 

hopefully some differences will appear which can help in deciding which tool 

steel is better. This method uses differences between the diagrams for comparison 

and the result ought to be a qualitative judgment of the performance and can only 

say if a material is better than another but not how much better it is. [25] 

2.5.4 Dimensional measurements to rank galling resistance.  

Instead of using a visual inspection to determine the presence of galling, a surface 

profilometer can be used to measure galling damage. The profilometer has a 

spherical tipped pin. When this pin slides over the examined surface, differences 

in amplitude due to roughness on the surface can be detected. The damage 

severity is characterized by average peak to valley distance, Rt. Materials with 

low changes in Rt are said to have high resistance to galling.[3] This change in Rt 

can be used in association with the friction diagram or totally independent of the 

friction coefficient as a singular evaluation criterion.  

 

Dry sliding time dependent lump growth cycles ranking (Lump morphology) 

Dimensional measurements as a ranking criterion can be used on the lump growth 

on the test tool as an alternative to work sheet damage. The measurements can be 

done repeatedly at different stages during the slide or at the end of individual tests 

with different sliding distances. The last method was used in this report. This will 

measure the real lump growth on the tool surface in both sliding direction and 

eventual lump growth above the scratch depth. Note that, in SOFS tribo-testing, 

lumps on the tool surface can grow significantly in the sliding direction and the 

measured scratch cross section or damage on the work sheet can, in most cases, 

not give the exact lump growth history. 
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2.6 Friction models 

The general tribological conditions defined in the ASTM standard can bee divided 

into the following main categories: [2] 

Main tribological conditions 

• Dry conditions  

• Lubricated conditions (which can be divided into the following subgroups) 

− Full film Lubrication (FL)  

− Elasto-Hydrodynamic Lubrication (EHL) 

− Boundry Lubrication (BL) 

− Mixed Lubrication (ML is a mixture of EHL and BL). 

 

This report will not thoroughly go through the lubricated conditions but it is 

important to mention that the effect on lubrication thickness is critical in a galling 

aspect and set special requirement on the tool steels microstructure. Lubricants are 

highly depending on contact pressure, contact geometry and speed. The four 

regimes can be described as different stages of lubrication sustainability or 

effective lubrication thickness and in terms of changes in the surface geometry 

and/or contact pressure.  

 

Full film lubrication (FL) and Elasto-Hydrodynamic Lubrication (EHL) 

Full film lubrication (FL) is provided by a lubricant that can support a sustainable 

lubrication thickness or in other terms hold the load see (Fig 2.6-1). This 

supporting ability is highly dependent on surface geometries of the opposed 

surfaces, contact pressure, sliding speed = v [m/s] and the lubricants viscoelastic 

properties. If they are sufficient, a self-pumping hydrodynamic mechanism kicks 

in. The EHL regime requires high pressure in the contact zone. The fluid needs to 

be sustainable, meaning that it will be present in the contact zone and stay there 

when high pressure is applied. The contact pressure is initially higher then the E-

modules of the soft material, leading to elastic deformation and a corresponding 

drop in the contact pressure due to energy absorption inside the deformed 

material. The contact pressure is stabilized when the surface pressure approaches 

the same amount as the soft materials E-modules and depending on the lubricants 

viscoelastic properties, sliding speed and the contact zone geometry the contact 

pressure for the total system generally approach this E-modules. If this is fulfilled 
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the two opposing mean surfaces and even the asperities are separated by the fluid 

leading to less friction, see (Fig 2.6-2). In this case we have initial elastic 

deformation and a very small amount of plastic deformation and the friction is 

heavily dependent on the viscous elasticity of the lubricant. [10] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

High pressure in the contact zone (P), see (Fig 2.6-2), elastically deforms the 

softer surface (A) and increases the contact area and simultaneously gives a 

favorable geometry for sustainable lubricant thickness both of which enable the 

lubricant to successfully hold the load. 

 

Boundary Lubrication (BL) 

In Boundary lubrication conditions the contact pressure is usually lower than the 

E-modules of the involved solids. Also the speed = v [m/s] of the opposing solids 

is not sufficient enough for providing a hydrodynamic self-pumping mechanism. 

The fluid is not sustainable and can not hold the load, meaning that it will be 

transported out from the contact zone. This is indirectly dependent on the contact, 

geometry and load, because if the load is low or evenly distributed there will be 

no local elastic deformation of the softer surface and no concentration of pressure, 

this gives an even surface where the fluid travels from one point to another with 

Fig 2.6-2 illustrates the principle of Elasto-Hydrodynamic Lubrication. [26] 

A 

A 

P 

Fig 2.6-1 illustrates the principle of full film lubrication. The lubricant 

(A) totally separates the asperities of the two surfaces. [26] 
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relative ease. However, some lubricants stay in valleys between asperities which 

potentially lowers the friction. In additions to this, specially designed additives 

with favorable mechanical properties or with an electrostatic polarization 

component can lowers the friction even further, though the rule is that most of the 

load is carried by the asperities [10]. The friction is higher than in EHL because of 

frequent plastic deformation between asperities.  

 

Mixed Lubrication (ML) 

If the load is distributed favorably and high enough for small amounts of elastic 

deformation on the softer surface, the geometry change will help the lubricant too 

stay in the contact zone. But in this case the geometry change is not enough to 

successfully build up a sustainable effective lubricant thickness. Another factor is 

the opposing solid’s velocity = v [m/s]. The two surfaces are not separated if the 

speed only provides a minor degree of self-pumping lubrication thickness. A 

number of asperities will exhibit a greater height than the protective lubrication 

thickness and subsequently smash into the opposite surface’s asperities. There is a 

higher degree of plastic deformation in ML compared to EHL. Therefore ML 

gives a higher friction than EHL condition but the occasionally plastic 

deformation is less than in BL and subsequently ML give a lower friction than the 

BL condition.  

2.6.1 Wear conditions 

Unfortunately the distinction between dry and lubricated conditions is not enough. 

We also need to distinguish between different wear conditions in both dry and 

lubricated conditions. There are three different types of wear:[20] 

 

• Abrasive wear  

− Ploughing  

− Brittle fracture  

− Cutting  

− Three body abrasion 

• Adhesive wear 

− Mild adhesive, Flattening (asperity sheer stress breakage) 

− Severe adhesive (thermally activated bonding) 

• Fatigue wear 
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2.6.2 Abrasive wear 

The different contact types of abrasive wear all have the distinguishing feature 

that they inflict wear below the mean height of the interacting asperities. 

 

• Ploughing (Plastic deformation by sideway displacement of  

material, see (Fig 2.6.2-1) 

• Cutting (Plastic deformation by cutting loose bits of material,  

see (Fig 2.6.2-2) 

• Tribo-chemical wear [4] (Changes in cutting or ploughing rate due  

to tribo-chemical reasons for example oxide growth) 

•  Three body abrasion. Free foreign particles stay in the system and 

give a substantial mechanical wear and contribution to the 

coefficient of friction, see (Fig 2.6.2-3). 

Ploughing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cutting 

The Figure (Fig 2.6.2-2) illustrates a cross section of a scratch on a work sheet 

caused by an abrasive body; the absence of valleys above the original mean 

surface indicates a cutting contact. We can see a plastic zone under the scratch (A) 

which is induced by the passing abrasive body. The size is governed by the body’s 

hardness, geometry and applied pressure and also the work sheet’s material 

parameters. If the sheet is brittle, lateral cracking (B) can develop from the plastic 

zone; these cracks can also develop in front of the body in the sliding direction. 

 

Fig 2.6.2-1 illustrates a scratch on a work sheet caused by an abrasive body. We 

can clearly see sideways plastic deformation in figure (A) creating a ploughing 

valley. The figure (B) illustrates a view of the valley from above. [27] 

 
A B 
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Three body abrasion 

If the cutting or junction breakage of the softer material produces a wear particle 

or if the surface is contaminated with foreign bodies that stay in the system, see 

figure (Fig 2.6.2-3), the outcome can be both lower and higher wear.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The three body particle’s will act like a grinding or a solid lubricant depending on 

it’s material parameters. The wear rate has in empirical studies been linked to the 

hardness ratio which anticipates the grinding effect of the particle. It was found 

that a grinding effect is sizeable for a foreign body with a larger size than the 

opposing surface roughness=RaH and a hardness ratio of less than RRatio<1,25, a 

ratio of RRatio>1.0 means that the particle is softer than the opposing surface. A 

diagram of the wear rate versus the ratio can be seen in (Fig 2.6.2-3) the hardness 

ratio is given by eq.2. [28] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A 
B 

Fig 2.6.2-2 illustrates a cut through of a scratch on a work sheet done by an abrasive 

body. The plastic zone is seen at (A) and the lateral cracking is seen at (B). 

 

 

(A) 

Fig 2.6.2-3 illustrates a three body abrasion condition where the 

particles (A) lay between the two surfaces. [26] 

eq. 2 

Fig 2.6.2-3 illustrates hardness dependence for the wear rate in three body 

abrasion between a foreign body and the softer surface. The ratio is given by 

eq 2. Note that the wear rate is higher even for particles that are softer then 

the surface (A). [26] 

particleForeign

Soft

Ratio
H

 H
R =

 

(A) 
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The figure, (Fig 2.6.2-3), implies that a foreign particle acts as a grinding particle 

even though it’s softer then the opposing surface. The same mechanism that 

makes this possible must act on the transferred material and formed lump on the 

tool in a galling situation. One theory is strain hardening and normal load and 

energy concentration [1].  

2.6.3 Adhesive wear 

The different contact types for adhesive wear all have the distinguishing features 

of asperity contact and transfer and buildup of material to one surface from 

another [4]. Another definition introduces ploughing (abrasive wear), low and 

high energy as well as boundaries for speed and temperature and hardness to 

classify and name different types of adhesive contacts [1], see table 1. 

• AICW (adhesion initiated catastrophic wear) is characterized by 

concentration of normal load and localization of plastic flow 

(ploughing) on one or both surfaces of a friction pair within a small 

area (the centre of AICW) resulting in rapid formation of protrusions 

and widening grooves on the surface and in sharp increase of surface 

roughness and wear rate [1] 

• Seizure is characterized by plastic deformation of one surface only, 

by microscopic adhesive transfer of material from a softer surface 

onto a harder surface and by formation of widening grooves on the 

softer surface and protrusions on the harder surface. [1] 

• Scoring is characterized by plastic deformation of both surfaces, by 

absence of macroscopic adhesive transfer of material, and by 

formation of self-organized centers of scoring — riders — which 

consist of two mechanically interlocked wedges originated and 

developed alternately by work-hardening metal on either friction 

surface. [1] 

• Scuffing is characterized by friction heating and softening of material 

of one surface and welding of it onto the other, cooler surface. [1] 

• Galling is characterized by transfer from a softer surface of cool 

material by being smeared, before it undergoes significant heating, 

onto a harder surface. [1] 
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• Mild adhesive (Flattening) shear stress breakage of surface asperities 

and transfer of material from one surface to another. [4] 

• Severe adhesive wear is a severe amount of chemical bounding 

probably closely related to frictional heating and friction welding. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A well needed attempt to classify different contacts and names was made by [1] 

and is presented in table 1. A slight detail is that table 1 is not entirely correct 

because galling defined as in the reference [1] appears at much lower speeds than 

0,4 [m/s], in fact this paper proves that galling defined as in the reference exists at 

speeds in the range of 0,08 [m/s]. Notably, temperature, energy concentration and 

normal load concentration as well as low and high energy input are used to 

classify different contacts in table 1 but the feature of the energy concentration is 

not perfectly described and hard to quantify leading to some minor problems with 

defining the boundaries for galling. The terminology for different wears or 

contacts “Seizure”, “Scoring”, “Scuffing” and “Galling”[1] is wide spread in the 

tribological community. However according to the previous definitions from [1] it 

seems that all these contacts only represent different proportions of the three 

wears and contacts, mild adhesive (scratch surface flattening and material 

transfer), severe adhesive (severe amount of bonding) and abrasive wear 

(ploughing), although with a more precise definition for distribution and also 

pinpointing both surfaces as important for wear categorization. But with regards 

to today’s situation with no clear defined terminology is the combination of three 

types of scratch damage “mild adhesive”, “severe adhesive” and “abrasive wear” 

in association with “one term” for material transferee to the tool, “galling”, easier 

to use than the previous five wear phenomenon’s and “galling” defined by [1]. 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 [1]    

Classification of types of AICW and criteria for their incidence 

Types of AICW 

 Low energy   High energy 

Seizure  Scoring  Scuffing  Galling 

Criteria for incidence in medium carbon steels 

Sliding speed  < 0.4–0.7 m/s Sliding speed > 0.4–0.7 m/s 

Hwedge < Hsurface  Hrider > Hsurfaces  T
0 

> T
0
critical  T

0 
< T

0
critical 
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Mild adhesive (Flattening) 

The features of mild adhesive contact are surface contact between asperities and 

any eventual mechanical wear doesn’t go deeper than the mean height of the 

asperities for the two surfaces, see (Fig 2.6.3-1, A). The adhesive component is 

responsible for transfer of material from on surface to another. The transfer of 

material can be evenly distributed or grow in clusters, and both occurrences will 

eventually create an abrasive condition mixed with the adhesive component. [29] 

[30] [23] The friction coefficient for flattening is highly dependent on the shear 

stress modules = τ of the weaker surface, the figure (Fig 2.6.3-1, B) illustrates the 

SEM characteristics which in this report are refereed to as mild adhesive contact. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Severe adhesive wear (severe amount of bounding) 

Severe adhesive wear is a term used by researchers and not well defined in the 

literature. It could be described as a severe amount of chemical and metallic 

bonding between two sliding surfaces. Chemical reactions can take place at very 

low temperatures but a increase in energy input to the system usually gives a 

significant impact because chemical reactions tends to accelerate with elevation in 

energy, (temperature, relative kinetic or pressurized), within a demarcated volume 

[31]. It is clear that all energy input gives a contribution and not only heating. If 

we contemplate the galling phenomenon and the conditions found using the SOFS 

tribo-tester is the energy content in the system induced by movement and applied 

pressure which can be transformed to heat. In SOFS contact can high pressure 

also be viewed as an elevation in temperature because of the comparable low loss 

of thermal energy due to a small surface area on the system boundary. Severe 

adhesive contact is reached when the energy in the system is sufficient for a 

“severe” amount of metallic and chemical bonding or in other words, material 

phase transition and adhesion to the tool. The Figure (Fig 2.6.3-2) illustrates a 

Fig 2.6.3-1 illustrates the appearance of flattened oxides (A) and surface 

asperities (B) due to shear stress and flattening. [23] 

A B 
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friction-welded contact. The friction weld is the product of plastic flow under a 

high input of energy in a demarcated volume. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The high energy concentration can increase the temperature and even melt the 

material and enhance chemical and metallic bonding between the two opposing 

surfaces and create a weld after cooling, a process probably very similar to the 

contact defined as “severe adhesive wear” in this report, see (Chapter 6.1). 

2.7 Material models  

2.7.1 Tensile stress 

This chapter is for readers who want a preview about galling and it’s connection 

to material behavior. My thoughts are that it will be useful to briefly describe the 

material and frictional models because there is a clear connection between 

material behavior, friction and developed pressure around the lump during growth 

and galling build up. There are two different main strain systems that are acting 

between the lump and work sheet. 

 

 

Tensile Stress 

Tensile stress is one of the oldest and most studied areas in material science. It is 

comparably easy to compute a mathematical model that holds for one material. 

The tensile stress can be derived from the stretching of the material. The figure 

(Fig 2.7.1-1) shows a rod, with a cross-section area =A0, that is being stretched 

with a force=FForce, see black arrow. The tensile stress σRp0.2 must mathematically 

Fig 2.6.3-2 illustrates the appearance of, friction welding (A) and a cut 

through show phase transition in the microstructure (B). 

A B 

• Tensile stress 

• Shear stress  
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be regarded as one dimensional unit because the force has only one direction with 

a direction normal to the cross-section area. In reality is the stress system three 

dimensional and the pressure or tensile stress σRp0.2 is importantly not the limit for 

maximum pressure or stress found in the system. The maximum residual pressure 

found in parts of the rod during deformation can be much higher.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.7.2 Stress distribution and energy concentration 

Tensile stress σRp0.2 is defined by the force FForce divided by the original cross-

sectional area A0, which gives eq.3, and holds pretty well in the elastic zone where 

the cross section area A0 can be regarded as constant, see (Fig 2.7.1-1).  

 

 

If the rood is plastically deformed the area=A0 will locally decrease. The position 

of this local area reduction is dependent on flaws on the surface due to 

microstructure, emerged phase boundaries on the surface or other critical factors. 

The strain hardening in the decreased area A1 gives a tendency for higher real 

tensile stress or pressure and is called the true tensile stress, see (Fig 2.7.1-2). 

Note that the stress can locally reach values well over the true tensile stress in A1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2.7.1-1 illustrates the principal of tensile stress. The black arrow shows the 

direction of the load. A0=original area [m
2
], FForce=applied force [N] [33] 

 

0 

Force 

Force 

 

Fig 2.7.1-2 [34] illustrates a computer simulation of a stretched rood with a area 

reduction at (A1) shear stresses around the core (B) and the reed and orange 

colors illustrate the tensile stress distribution that converge into the surface at (C). 

 

B 
C 

A1 

eq. 3 [ ]Pa
A

F

0

Force
2.0Rp =σ  
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The stress distribution around a penetrating lump is in SOFS contact and in a 

galling aspect important because, it not only explains differences in stress, it also 

says something about energy absorption and distribution. Because plastic 

deformation pressure and energy concentration is proportional during deformation 

and eventual compressive strain or pressure is equal to potential energy. 

 

 

Notice that all energy, potentially needed to plastically deform the material or 

move an atom bound from one atom to another in the crystal matrix is not 

consumed after the switch and some energy is returned to the system as “free 

energy”. This creates a potential for a raise in temperature. For example the 

deformed area of the rod exhibits higher temperature than the surrounding 

material and the free energy and temperature should also be proportional to stress 

distribution. The above argumentation can be important for the galling 

phenomenon if temperature is part of the mechanism, because compression and 

sideways displacement of material gives much higher pressures and potentially 

higher temperatures compared to a tensile stressed rod. The need for evaluation of 

stress distribution around different lump geometries will be discussed in, (chapter 

6), and have been discussed by previous researchers as, “energy concentration 

controls temperature in the contact zone and friction”. [1] 

2.7.3 Shear stress 

The shear stresses τ during friction can be found both in the bulk material and on 

the surface asperities. The tearing of the surface in the opposite direction from the 

sheet, see (Fig 2.7.2-1), causes the bulk material beneath the surface to stretch. 

This means that shear stress involve a sheared volume. This volume have different 

size dependent on the ductility in the fracture mechanism, brittle fracture exhibits 

a very small or insignificant sheared volume. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2.7.2-1 illustrates the shear stress on the surface and in the sheet 

bulk (black arrows) and the friction force reed arrow from the die. 
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In engineering science is the definition for shear stress the tangential FForce divided 

by the cross sectional Area =A, (Fig 2.7.2-2), which gives eq.4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The shear stress can be implemented into various tribological models for 

computing friction. During galling are the input of shear stress very complex and 

the bulk material exhibits different proportions of shear stress with multiple 

directions. The size of the sheared volume can also change during sliding. 

2.8 Friction and material converge models  

Friction plays a vital role in the manufacturing methods described in previous 

chapters. Young’s modules, the ultimate tensile stress and the ultimate shear stress 

and hardness are all important factors when understanding the behavior of a 

component under load [4] and for constructing models for frictional behavior. 

When constructing models, there are two diametrically opposite approaches to the 

problem.  

1. Empirical studies of sliding materials under and load and followed by 

construction of mathematical models that fit the test result.  

2. Models constructed theoretically and then verified by empirical studies. 

 

These two methods have both advantages and limitations. Both have the limitation 

that they are only valid within the boundaries set by the empirical studies that 

verify them. The goal is always to find a theoretical general expression that covers 

every situation possible. However, in sliding friction, the vast amount of 

parameters turns this into a formidable task. Nevertheless, some conclusions can 

be drawn from previous investigations into the subject.  

Fig 2.7.2-2 illustrates how the definition of shear stress can be illustrated. 

(τ) is equal to the shear force (FForce) divided by (A) the cross section area. 

FForce 

FForce 

A 

eq. 4 

A

F
Force=τ
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NLmg =+  

Fig 2.8.3-1 illustrates an asperity contact between the surface (A) and the 

surface (B). [26] 

2.8.1 Classic laws of friction 

The classical law of friction is perhaps the easiest expression for the friction force 

which is proportional to the normal load and the coefficient of friction, see eq.6. 

In this classical model the coefficient of friction is supposed to be independent of 

topography, sliding velocity, normal load and apparent area of contact. 

 

 

 

This model holds pretty well if we only have asperity
*
contact and a moderate 

normal load, see (Fig 2.8.3-1).  

2.8.2 The coefficient of friction =µ  

The friction coefficient =µ is divided into a static and a dynamic component and 

regarded as a constant in dynamic asperity
*
 contact with a moderate normal load. 

The friction coefficient =µ is derived empirically by measuring the force Ff 

needed to move a solid eq.7. This has been found to be proportional to the total 

normal load =N or in other terms the mass =m of the solid and the load =L eq.8. 

 

 

 

 

2.8.3 Asperities 

Asperities* are irregularities or junctions on the material’s surface responsible for 

surface roughness, see (Fig 2.8.3-1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

eq. 6 

NµF
f

⋅=  
Ff = Friction force 

N = Normal load 

µ = Friction constant 

L 

Ff m 

N

F
f=µ  

m=mass [kg] 

g = Constant(m/s
2
) 

L=Load [N] 

 

 Ff = Friction force 

N = Normal load 

µ = Friction constant 

eq. 8 

eq. 7 
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2.8.4 Elastic modules =E effect on the Real area of contact = Areal  

In asperity contact elastic deformation will as a rule define the real area of contact. 

This is a simplified model where the contact pressure is static and the real area of 

contact is proportional to the variable normal load and the constant elastic 

modules of the asperities, see (Fig 2.8.4-1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AReal is dependent on the normal load and Elastic modules for elastic contact or 

the hardness for plastic contact situations. Note: in this equation the hardness =H 

is adequate for calculating the AReal for minor plastic deformation in association 

with elastic deformation that occurs in sliding contact, see eq.9.  

 

 

 

2.8.5 Elastic modules and hardness effect on contact pressure =P 

The contact pressure =P can be calculated by using the normal load =N and real 

area of contact =AReal, see eq.10. By implementing eq.9 in eq.10 we get that 

young’s modulus (E) gives the contact pressure for static elastic contact or that the 

hardness (H) gives the contact pressure in minor plastic contact, both cases is for 

static contact without sliding and a constant normal load.  

 

 

 

 

)( HorE

N
A

real
=  

Areal = Real area of contact [m
2
] 

N= Normal load [N]  

H = Hardness [HV] [N/m
2
](Sliding contact) 

(E) = Elastic modules [N/m
2
](In Elastic cases) 

 

  

NLow NHigh 

Areal Areal 

eq. 9  

P = Contact pressure [Pa] 

N = Normal load [N] 

Areal = Real area of contact [m
2
] 

H = Hardness [HV] (Sliding cases) 

E = Elastic modules [N/m
2
] (In elastic cases) 

 

eq. 10 

Fig 2.8.4-1 illustrates how the asperities elastically deform and 

the Areal grows with increased normal load (N). 
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2.8.6 Surface roughness effect on the Areal.  

When two surfaces slide against each other a friction force F, with a direction 

opposite to the slide = Fslide is induced on the surface. But in asperity contact the 

only contact between the surfaces are small dots which are much smaller than the 

apparent area of contact =A0 and it is only these small dots that are affected by 

this friction force. Figure, (Fig 2.8.6-1 & -2), is an example of how such a contact 

can be illustrated.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The real area of contact =AReal is the sum of all the asperity contact represented in 

the picture by the black dots (see Fig 2.8.6-2). As we can see, the area of the black 

dots = AReal, on the cube is very small compared to A0 = the square area under the 

cube. 

 

The sum of asperities = black arrows in the figure, (Fig 2.8.6-2), and their contact 

unit areas=ai [m
2
] is dependent on the normal load =N and the elastic modules (E) 

in elastic contact and the hardness (H) in minor plastic contact, see eq.9 [28]. 

2.8.7 Archard´s Law and wear rate 

Plastic deformation in the work material is one component in the coefficient of 

friction. The plastic deformation can be both irreversible compression similar to 

forging or hardness testing but also ploughing or cutting which is sideways 

displacement and cutting lose bits of work material. Archard´s wear equation is a 

common way to calculate the wear rate in dry conditions, see eq.11.  

 

 

 

A0 

ARe

N Ra 

F 

Fslid

∑=
i

ireal aA  Areal = Real area of contact 

ai = Asperity contact ( Dep. N= normal load and E or H)  

H

lN
kW

⋅
=  

W = Wear Volyme 

H = Hardness [HV] 

N= Normal load [N]  

  

eq. 11 

Fig 2.8.6-1 illustrates the surface roughness=Ra is a requirement for a difference 

between apparent area of contact =A0 and real area of contact = AReal [26] 

Fig 2.8.6-2 illustrates the difference between apparent area of contact = A0 

and the small black dots = AReal [26] 

l = Sliding distance [m] 

k = Constant 
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2.8.8 Sliding shear stress and mild adheisve (Flattening)  

The shear stress =τ effect on a sliding tribologcial system is different depending 

on temperature. Low temperature mild adhesive (flattening) contact induces shear 

stress on surface asperities and is connected to the Areal by eq.4 and eq.13. The 

asperities will break if the internal shear stresses =τInternal are higher then the 

ultimate shear strength =τUltimate, see (Fig 2.8.8-1). High temperature severe 

adhesive contact, see (chapter 6.1), will induce shear stress and plastic flow in a 

much larger volume, potentially even the material below the asperities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The lower asperity is weaker in figure, (Fig 2.8.8-1), and will be flattened which 

increase the area of contact = a2 leading to a potential bigger Areal, see (Fig 2.8.8-2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next time this asperity undergoes contact will the internal shear stresses be lower 

and if followed by τInternal<τUltimate there will be no breakage of the weaker 

material’s asperities. This holds for mild adhesive contact and flattening where the 

initial breaking of the asperities is the main wear factor. Notably, the phenomenon 

of initial junction breaking and adhesive shear stress and flattening of the surface 

asperities is used when new engines are trimmed in after manufacture. Junction 

breakage or mild adhesive asperity/asperity contact or flattening is also the 

dominating wear mechanism for the initial stages of dry SOFS tribo-testing. 

 

N N 

τ 

 

N 

Breakage of the 

lower asperity top 

at a2 = Shear area.. 
 

a1 = contact area 

F 

F 

F 

InternalUltimate
a

F
ττ =≤
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Fig 2.8.8-1 illustrates how the asperities meats and a shear stress 

develop inside the lower asperity until it breaks. Note the adhesive 

wear volume that stick to the opposing asperity. [26] 

 

Fig 2.8.8-2 illustrates the area of contact after the breakage of the lower 

asperity a2>a1. Bigger a2 gives lower internal shear stresses. This is followed by 

less wear if, (τInternal<τUltimate ⇒ no or lower wear), the lower internal shear 

stress τInternal enables the ultimate shear modules τUltimate to hold the load. [26] 
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Areal = Real area of contact 

N= Normal load [N]  

H = Hardness [Pa] 

E = Elastic modulus [Pa] 

FSlide = Tangential stress [N] 

α = Constant [35] 

2.8.9 Sliding, flattening of asperities and Areal  

The influence of sliding on the real area of contact =AReal can be derived from 

junction growth [42] primarily from plastic shear stress breakage of asperities, see 

(Fig 2.8.8-1) but in some cases elastic deformation in the sliding direction also 

influences the Areal. To calculate the sliding effect a sliding force Fslide must be 

included in the sliding direction and also the normal load =N, hardness =H and 

constant =α is used. Note: The constant α is system dependent and empirically 

derived [35]. 

 

 

 

 

Implementation of the Fslide in eq.9 to gives an equation for elastic or minor plastic 

junction growth. 

 

 

 

 

Implementation of the Fslide and shear strength =τU to deduce the AReal gives a 

model for plastic shear stress breakage junction growth. The Fslide is divided on 

every asperity which gives the Fshear. The asperities ultimate shear strength =τU 

guides the developed
∗
real

A  by the eq.4, a boundary exist by eq.12. No shearing 

will take place if the Areal from the elastically junction growth is bigger than the 

potential 
∗
real

A  derived from the junctions ultimate shear strength =τU and the 

shear force, see eq.13. 
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Fslide= Sliding force  

Fshear= Force acting on each asperity 

τUltimate =Asperity Ultimate Shear strength  

N = Normal load 

α = Constant [35] 

E = elastic modulus  
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2.8.10 Plastic zone size and energy concentration 

Ploughing and cutting is two abrasive wear types. The cutting process can be 

compared to crack growth where the fracture toughness =K is an important 

material parameter. Note that the unit KIC is used in engineering science to 

compute boundaries for maximum flaw size. The plastic zone size or threshold 

energy concentration at (A) in figure (Fig 2.8.10-1) is dependent on the materials 

fracture toughness, yield strength=σ and apparent crack length, through the 

equations eq 14 and eq 15. [46] The materials KIC can be said to be the product of 

the materials ability to increase the plastic zone size radius=r with a minimum 

amount of further crack growth. Note that the plastic zone generally is included in 

the crack peak geometry and a larger plastic zone gives lower stress in the actual 

crack tip if a similar nominal force is applied.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If the material is brittle is the radius =r close to 0 which equals small plastic zone 

size and the stress situated around the crack tip will be high. This means that 

brittle materials usually are sensitive to cracks and exhibit low fracture toughness 

=KIC. This geometry dependence have clear similarity to ploughing and cutting, 

where the penetrating body, (lump or asperity), has an attack angle =α < or > αc 

and a tip radius =r, see (Fig 2.8.11-1). 

Fig 2.8.10-1 illustrates the plastic zone around a crack tip. The plastic zone 

size or stress energy concentration at the crack peak A is highly dependent on 

the ductility in the material which indirectly set a boundaries for the smallest 

plastic zone radius =r and crack peak geometry. [36] 
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Y=Correction factor 

σ= Yield strength 

θ= Angle 

K = Stress intensity  

a = crack length 

eq. 14 

eq. 15 
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2.8.11 Attack angle and wear 

A general rule is that the contact exhibits a ploughing condition when the attack 

angle is α < αc.[37]. In the example in figure (Fig 2.8.11-1) an attack angle in the 

range of 0°<α<45° makes the penetrating asperity blunt β>90° and the influence 

of the asperity peak radius =r is lower.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The potential for brittle fracture or cutting will be lower if the critical angle is  

αc =45° and the attack angle is α < 45°. A ploughing condition kicks in because of 

lower stress at the asperity peak due to large plastic zone size, (Fig 2.8.11-1, B). 

The large plastic zone cause movement in a considerable amount of atomic bonds 

and the applied force (stress) is not able to cause brittle fracture or cutting in such 

a large amount. The material is displaced sideways and can not form a separate 

wear particle. With an attack angel of α > 45° is the plastic zone size reduced and 

the pressure around the asperity peak is higher and the potential for brittle fracture 

or cutting increase. In reality there is no general law for ploughing or cutting due 

to the vast number of parameters that are involved in the process. Wear debris can 

influence frictional heating, hardening of the deformed material can change 

apparent material parameters and the work sheet’s plastic behavior and 

consequently the potential for cutting and ploughing. The example above is valid 

for an ideal example and provides a good insight into the phenomenon. In galling 

and SOFS contact is the developed lump and it’s attack angle and overall shape 

critical for defining the plastic zone size and what type of damage or wear 

mechanism that will be exhibited in the contact zone.  

45° attack angle β 

B 
r 

Fig 2.8.11-1 illustrates a cutting asperity, or lump, and a blunt attack 

angle =β. The radius at the peak =r decides the plastic zone size at B. [28] 
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2.8.12 Thermal expansion  

The material undergoes frictional heating and thermal expansion in the contact 

zone during sliding. This means that a force =
∗
Thermal

F  must be added in virtually 

every direction of the heated contact zone, including the normal load =N 

direction. The thermal expansion force =
∗
Thermal

F  is the force created by a local 

volume expansion which encounters not heated surrounding material. The contact 

zone in SOFS tribo testing is constantly changing temperature which potentially 

could affect the normal load and create rapid drops or rises if not compensated. 

Notably could other aspects of high temperature potentially affect the normal load 

even more such as rapid changes in the coefficient of friction =µ, see chapter 4.2. 

2.8.13 Flowing normal load 

An assumption in most friction models is that the normal load is constant. In 

reality the quantified normal load in the system is oscillating between a maximum 

and a minimum load which gives us an amplitude of ∆NNormal load=NMax–NLow. An 

example of a situation that can affect the apparent normal load in the system is if a 

foreign particle gets between a body in motion and the underlying surface. The 

body in motion will be slowed down when the kinetic energy is transformed to a 

force with directions in both the normal and sliding direction, (Fig 2.8.13-1, B). 

This will momentarily raise the apparent normal load =N because the sliding 

momentum (or kinetic energy) in the moving solid will be transformed to a force 

which must be added to the normal load. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The moving body is slowed down if the loss of kinetic energy isn’t compensated, 

in SOFS tribo-testing is the velocity more or less constant. The foreign body will 

be absorbed, smashed or in other ways be transferred out from the system, see 

figure (Fig 2.8.13-1, C). 

Fig 2.8.13-1 illustrates how a foreign object at (A) can affect the normal load =N due 

to the deceleration force =FInertia at (B) which will momentarily raise the normal 

load. The foreign object is smash to pieces or absorbed at (C). 
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2.8.14 The Hardness =H and deformation energy WDeformation 

The hardness affect on developed pressure in SOFS contact can be derived by the 

work energy consumption per effected volume. If we conclude that the lump or 

penetrating body is harder and bigger than the Ra of the weaker surface, then the 

lump penetrate the weaker surface up to a certain depth. This equals a static 

abrasive contact situation, and the work (energy) can be written as in eq.16. 

 

 

 

 

However, the literatures only provide an example with soft asperities and a hard 

smooth surface. [24] A geometrical simplification is made to derive the work 

energy =WDeformation. One asperity can be represented by a squared base rectangle. 

The figure (Fig 2.8.14-1) illustrate how the asperity might look.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The real pressure =PReal [Pa] inside the penetrating asperity is equal to the 

hardness because an ideal plastic deformation is assumed. [24] Implementation of 

the base area and hardness for one asperity in the work equation gives. eq.17 

 

 

 

The above model of consumed energy during penetration of asperities have one 

big limitation and that is the hardness test which is based on one specified 

geometry and only describe static pressure or depth of penetration. This has little 

to do with dynamic sliding contact between unspecified geometries. But the way 

of constructing the problem in the example is genius and gives us an insight of the 

problem and how to divide the problem into smaller volume elements. The lumps 

penetration of the work sheet during SOFS tribo-testing must be described in a 

similar way but include nominal penetration speed and lump shape. 

∗N

nDeformatioW
= The work energy done by the asperities [Nm] 

N = Normal load [N] 

N
* 

= Number of penetrating asperities 

∆Zi= The total depth of penetration done by the asperities [m] 

∑
∗

∗

=

∆⋅=
N

i

i

N

nDeformatio ZNW
1

 

eq.16 

Fig 2.8.14-1 illustrates a square based rectangular asperity  

penetration of a smooth and hard surface. [24] 

A=Base area of the asperity 

∆Z 
Smooth and hard surface 

ZAHW nDeformatio ∆⋅⋅=  

nDeformatioW
= The work energy done by one asperity 

H = Hardness of the asperity 

A = Base area of one asperity 

∆Z=The depth of penetration done by the asperity eq.17 
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2.8.15 Coatings 

Generally, coating is regarded as a time consuming and expensive way of 

improving tool life or tool properties. However, developments in resent years 

have cut the cost of the process and improved production efficiency and the 

method is therefore widely spread.  

 
Different methods for coating  

The well known PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) and CVD (Chemical Vapor 

Deposition) methods are used for transferring different metallic compounds, 

nitrides, carbides and oxides or a mixture of these to a surface. The distribution 

can be both mixed, homogenous or in layers. The fundamental differences 

between PVD (moderate °C) and CVD (960-1020 °C) are how the material is 

transferred to the surface and the temperature of the coating reactor or oven [38]. 

This project includes a PVD coated tool steel and as a result is only the PVD 

method presented. 

 
PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) 

In PVD the coating material is vaporized (gas) and then transported through an 

electrostatic field between the oven and tool to the tool surface. The process takes 

place in vacuum. To form sustainable carbides or oxides a small amount of gas, 

for example nitrogen (N) or methane (CH4), is added to the process. Because of an 

uneven distribution of the electric field, the PVD process has difficulty providing 

an even coating thickness around irregularities on the coated product. A general 

rule is that the depth of an opening can not be deeper than the width of the same. 

The thickness of the coating is usually between 2-7 [µm]. [38]  

 
Applications and different coatings 

There are a wide range of applications for different coatings. For example the 

improvement in surface hardness in the above presented methods gives lower 

friction and a higher durability in high temperature cutting processes. [29] [39] 

There exist a wide rang of different coatings in today’s market. Two of the best 

coatings in terms of galling resistance are WC/C (WC doped hydrogenated 

diamond like carbon) [37], applied by using the PVD method, and a similar 

coating called DLC (diamond like carbon) applied using the CVD method [40] 

[9][7]. 
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3 Project goals 

Main target  

The project’s main target was to investigate tribologcial differences between four 

tool steel materials and quantitatively rank their galling properties, which equal 

their capacity to withstand material transfer, by testing their frictional behavior 

and construct evaluation diagrams using a sliding length to galling.  

4 Methods  

4.1 Test materials and equipment 

The test equipment used in this project is a SOFS (slider-on-flat-surface) tribo- 

tester which measures the friction coefficient during sliding. An OP (optical 

profilometer) was used to measure size and geometry of transferred sheet material 

on the tool, referred to as a lump and also the corresponding damage on the sheet, 

referred to as a scratch profile. The OP is also capable of producing 3D images of 

the measured surfaces. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used for 

identification and rough proportional quantification of the interacting tribological 

mechanisms exhibited at different stages during the slide. A closer presentation of 

the SOFS tribo-tester can be seen in chapter 4.2. The project was a progressive 

process, with continues evaluations of the test results, refinements of detection 

methods regarding the SOFS tribo-tester, (see chapter 6.3 & 6.1.2), and team 

discussions about interpretations of test results in connection with well known and 

possibly new theories about galling mechanisms. The intention was primarily to 

rank different tool materials galling resistance when sliding on a metal sheet 

(Dp1000) with a mean normal load of 300, 200 and 100 [N] and the test should be 

aborted when the friction coefficient indicated galling. However, in the last stages 

of the project all tests were examined up to a fixed sliding length of 300[m] due to 

problems with defining a proper galling criteria. The investigation used four 

different tool steels named Sverker 21, Vancron 40, Vanadis 6 and Sleipner the 

last one is a TiN coated tool steel. One of the tool steels, Va40, was tested with 

three different hardnesses 57.9, 63.3 and 65 HRC. Later in the project the number 

of tool steels were reduced to three: Sv21, (3X) Va40 and Sleipner.  
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C 
A 

B 

Fig 4.2-1 illustrates the principle lay out of the SOFS tribo- tester. The Tool steel 

pulley (A) is fixed and then drawn on the surface of the work sheet (B) to create 

scratches (C).  

4.2 The SOFS tribo- tester 

The equipment for testing the tool steels is called a SOFS, (slider-on-flat-surface), 

tribo-tester and is briefly presented in chapter 2.4.5, but a closer presentation of 

the equipment used in this project would be appropriate because there are 

currently different versions of the SOFS tribo- tester in use.  

 

Test data 

Test data was saved in a text file (TXT) which can be processed by different types 

of software, for example Mat Lab, to create diagrams or other forms of analysis. 

The test data is logged and divided into five columns with spaces between them, 

just like a matrix, and every column represents values for a measured parameter. 

The saved data is the normal load =N, the force in the sliding direction =Fslide, the 

coefficient of friction=µ, time =t and sliding length =s. All test data was measured 

with a set resolution [Hz]. 

 

Test procedure 

As we can see in the figure, see (Fig 4.2-1), the test equipment creates scratches 

with a test pulley manufactured in the specific tool steel that is being evaluated. 

An important feature of the procedure is that every time a scratch is finished the 

pressure is released and the tool is lifted up so it doesn’t touches the sheet and is 

thereafter transported back in the x-direction to the original position and slightly 

sideways in the y-direction to start a new scratch. This means that the process 

undergoes repeated accelerations and lifts where adhered material that isn’t 

sufficiently attached can fall off. This is not a big problem because it basically 

simulates deep drawing and air bending operations.  
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Oscillation of the normal load 

As seen in the figure, (Fig 2.8.13-1), the surface geometry can affect the normal 

load, other reasons such as inclusions inside the work sheet’s crystal matrix, and 

changes in the exhibited friction mechanism can also cause input of a force in the 

sheets normal direction. Changes in friction can create a momentum which can be 

transformed to a force in the normal load z-direction. During set up and 

construction of the tribo-tester the effect of these phenomena needs to be 

eliminated or reduced. The normal load is in this version of the SOFS controlled 

by a pulse regulator and by choosing a pulse with a length and force, or in other 

words frequency and amplitude, suitable for the tested materials initial mean 

contact behavior, the amplitude of the oscillations can be reduced but not totally 

eliminated. The momentum and additional force in the z-direction can be 

minimized by making sure the contact zone is located in the system’s central line. 

4.3 Preparing test material and evaluation methods 

Cleaning of the work sheet procedure 

The work sheet was cleaned with an oil reducing agent before any actual testing. 

The agent was applied on the work sheet surface and then left there for 20 min. 

After the 20 min had past, the agent was excessively dried up with paper towels 

followed by a secondary cleaning procedure with an alcoholic solution and paper 

towels. The sheet was then turned around and the other surface was cleaned in the 

same way. Both surfaces where examined for flaws. The surface with the least 

flaws was chosen and underwent the cleaning procedure two more times and for 

the readers interest this will make it to a total of: 3x20 [min] with an oil reducing 

agent and drying up of with paper towels also including the secondary procedure 

with an alcoholic solution and paper towels. The result was a surface with very 

little protective oil. This is extremely important in a galling aspect because even 

very small amounts of oil affect the results and material ranking. 

 

Polishing the tool steel pulleys 

All the test pulleys made of tool materials were polished down to a surface 

roughness of Ra < 0.1 µm. This was confirmed by inspection in an optical profile 

meter =OP. 
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Test procedure 

1. The test pulley was cleaned using an alcoholic solution and an ultrasonic 

cleaning machine for 15 [min]. 

2. The work sheet was fitted into the SOFS machine and clamped on to the 

work area with several strong magnetic clampers. 

3. The test pulley, the examined tool steel, was fitted into the SOFS machine 

by a single bolt and a small peg. 

4. The nominal normal load was chosen as well as some other features such 

as data resolution [Hz], eventual ramping of velocity or load.  

5. The test was started and controlled for eventual problems with work sheet 

spring back due to internal stresses in the bulk.  

4.3.1 Method for material ranking 

The chosen criteria to quantify the galling resistance in a tool material is sliding 

distance to galling. This means that we look at the galling trend by using the 

coefficient of friction as a guide. However, this method proved to rank tool 

materials opposite to expectation. The used criteria is as follows.  

 

• Galling is a severe type of adhesive wear that can occur between 

two sliding solids. 

• The damage is characterized by “macroscopic, usually localized, 

roughening and creation of protrusions above the original surface 

also called lumps; it often includes plastic flow or material transfer 

or both.  

• Galling causes the kinetic frictional force between the two sliding 

solids to rise dramatically.  

• The maximum value of the kinetic friction must be about 2 times 

the average value of the friction in the steady state region. And the 

corresponding contact must be primarily ductile severe adhesive 

(see chapter 6.1.1). Also the kinetic friction after this point must 

have a much higher average than the initial steady state (see 

chapter 6.2.1) region and also this higher average must be 

permanent. This can be confirmed by running some extra time [s] 

or meters [m] after suspected galling or to a fixed sling length. 
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Table over hardness =H [HRC, Pa]  

• When a steady state is absent or if pinpointing of the exact location 

is questionable a deeper investigation of the lump morphology 

(lump growth dynamics) in correlation with the exhibited contact 

and friction coefficient may pinpoint different regions in the 

diagrams and give a sliding length to galling.  

4.3.2 Influence of hardness on the test result  

The hardness of the tested tool material Va40 differs by an amount of ∆H=5 

[HRC, Pa]. It was not clear before testing if the hardness could influence the 

galling resistance. An evaluation of hardness with regards to galling resistance is 

therefore one of the tested parameters in the initial strategy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As we can see in the table there are three test pulleys of the same material Va 40 

with three different hardnesses. Subsequent to the material ranking it will be 

possible to evaluate any influence and dependence of hardness for the Va40 

material. Notably the hardness result is not perfectly comparable to other 

materials due to differences in microstructure which effect is extremely hard to 

quantify. 

 

Test Materials Hardness [HRC,Pa] 

Sheet material grade:1000M  

1. Vanadis 6 64 HRC 

3. Vancron 40 57,9 HRC 

4. Vancron 40 63.3 HRC 

5. Vancron 40 64.7 HRC 

6. Sverker 21 62 HRC 

7.Nitride coated tool steel - 
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σ(N,p) = Standard deviation  

N = Number of tests performed 

p=percentage of galling within the fixed  

sliding length 

 

4.3.3 Statistic evaluation methods 

Normal divided 

The evaluation method of using sliding distance to galling is assumed to be 

statistically normally distributed. And this means that we have an influence of 

standard deviation. It is desirable to have a low standard deviation =σ this requires 

test results that are virtually the same all the time. If the standard deviation is 

inadequate the solution is to increase the number of tests =N which hopefully will 

decrease the deviation. The equation for calculating the normal distribution is 

discreet and normal divided N( x ,σ). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Binomial divided  

If we choose another evaluation method for example a fixed sliding distance and 

count all tests that exhibits galling within this sliding length is the distribution 

binomial Bin (N, p). To have a low standard deviation the counted tests that 

exhibit galling must approach 0% or 100% or if the result approaches 50% then 

more tests are needed to secure a small standard deviation. The equation for the 

standard deviation in a binomial divided test amount is the equation eq.22.  

 

 

 

 

eq. 20 

eq. 19 

eq. 22 

x = Mean sliding length of N sliding lengthens. 

N = Number of performed tests  

xi = Every individual sliding length or every  

observation. 

N( σ,x )= The normal divided curve equation or  

frequency equation  

≤µ≤ = The normal divided confidence interval 
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5 Results 

5.1 The galling phenomenon Results 

From the literature survey it was clear that previous tribological definitions are 

not very specific leading to different opinions among researchers about 

appearances and classifications of wears [39]. It is therefore vital to explain the 

used classifications connected to the scratch appearances and test equipment in a 

specific report to secure the readers understanding of the content. Here follows an 

analysis of the three characteristic patterns found in SOFS (slider-on-flat-surface) 

tribo-testing. The classifications are in alignment with the ASTM G40 standard. 

5.1.1 Sheet damage, scratch chategorization, linked to SOFS contact 

The SEM figure (Fig 5.1.1-1) illustrates the early stages of a scratch produced on 

a metal sheet with a SOFS, (slider-on-flat-surface), tribo- tester. The direction of 

the slide is shown by the arrow. The appearance (A) can almost be compared with 

a polished surface, the asperities are sheared and flattened creating an even 

surface. The scratch is discontinues and the surface layer (B) is not totally broken 

through meaning that there is no wear deeper than the mean height of the surface 

asperities implying only asperity-asperity contact. Any actual wear can be related 

to shear stress breakage of asperities and the affected sheared volume and 

adhesion is small and consequently the appearance is classified as mild adhesive. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The SEM figure (Fig 5.1.1-2) illustrates a scratch produced in the same way as in 

(Fig 5.1.1-1) and the direction of the slide is shown by the arrows. The sliding 

Fig 5.1.1-1 illustrates the early stages, sliding length< 2[mm], of a scratch 

produced on a metal sheet with a SOFS tribo- tester. The asperities are sheered 

and flattened (A). The surface layer is not totally broken through (B). 

A 

B 

Scratch width  
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Fig 5.1.1-3 illustrates a severe adhesive scratch or damage done on a metal 

sheet with a SOFS tribo- tester after a sliding length of 43749[mm]. 

B A 

length is 9537 [mm]. Figure (Fig 5.1.1-2) (A) and (B) clearly show even 

continuous vertical stripes, red and black arrows, implying wear below the mean 

height of the asperities and can be classified as a sign of abrasive wear. A region 

with an uneven surface can be seen to the left in (Fig 5.1.1-2, (B), yellow arrow). 

This could represent a change in the sheet materials plastic behavior and a larger 

sheared volume compared to mild adhesive wear in (Fig 5.1.1-1). The SEM figure 

in (Fig 5.1.1-2) shows a number of simultaneous wear modes or wear mechanisms 

and a scratch can, in most cases, not be classified with a single wear mechanism. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The SEM figure, see (Fig 5.1.1-3), illustrates a scratch produced in the same way 

as in (Fig 5.1.1-1) and the direction of the slide is shown by the arrows. The 

damage demonstrates an obvious change in the sheet materials plastic behavior. 

The whole contact area is scratched implying wear below the mean height of the 

asperities. The increase in sheared volume compared to “mild adhesive contact”, 

(Fig 5.1.1-1), pronounces the classification to “severe adhesive”, see (Fig 5.1.1-3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.1.1-2 illustrates a scratch done on a metal sheet with a SOFS tribo- 
tester after a sliding length of 9537 [mm]. Figure (A) illustrates continues 

vertical stripes (red arrow) implying wear below the mean surface and is a 

sign of “abrasive wear”. The close up in figure (B) (yellow arrow) illustrates a 

simultaneous contact similar to the one found in (Fig 5.1.1-3).  

B 

A B 
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5.2 Friction diagrams & scratch morphology 

5.2.1 Sv21  

Microstructure 

The Sv21, or Sverker 21, is a tool steel with quite large non- conformed carbides 

in the crystal matrix, see the figure (Fig 5.2.1-1). The Sv21´s microstructure is 

particularly different compared to Va40, or Vancron 40, see figure (Fig 5.2.2-1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Typical frictional behavior  

Sv21 exhibits what can be categorized as a linear, but sometimes unstable, 

increase of the coefficient of friction in friction vs. sliding diagrams, see figure 

(Fig 5.2.1-2). A linear increase of the friction coefficient was observed in 70%, 7 

out of 10, of the performed tests ranging from 100[N], 200[N] to 300[N] with a 

constant speed of v=0,08 [m/s]. Every friction value in the blue curve represents 

the mean value of 3 seconds and the read curve represents true values which have 

higher amplitude and larger oscillations.  

 

Fig 5.2.1-1 illustrates the tool steel Sv21´s distribution and 

appearance of the carbide grains. 
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Fig 5.2.1-2 Friction curves vs. sliding distance for the tool steel Sverker 21 

sliding on a DP1000 sheet with a normal load of (a) 300N, (b) 200N, (c) 100N 

and v=0,08 [m/s]. 

(a) 

SSvv2211  DDpp11000000  220000  [[NN]]  TTeesstt--44  

(b) 

(c) 
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The figure (Fig 5.2.1-2) illustrates diagrams using the tool steel Sv21 on a 

Dp1000 work sheet. The initial friction coefficient is about µ=0.3 for all loads. An 

increase in sliding distance leads to a gradual increase of friction or a positive 

mean curve derivative Dfµ(s)›0. No steady stage corresponding to a stable friction 

exists in the diagrams (a) and (c), see (Fig 5.2.1-2). A quite stable stage can be 

seen in diagram (b) but after 50[m] the friction gradually increases. The friction 

coefficient reaches true values well over µ=0,7 after 100[m] or longer.  

 

The figure (Fig 5.2.1-3) illustrates a diagram for a test with a normal load of 

300[N] and a constant speed of v=0.08 [m/s]. The following SEM figures        

(Fig 5.2.1-4 to -6) show the beginning of the test, marked in the diagram with a 

reed oval ring. The SEM figures demonstrate how the initial material transfer or 

lump growth cause changes in the corresponding contact. Note that the coefficient 

of friction is linear. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The scratch appearance after a sliding distance of 1-10 [mm] show that a 100% 

mild adhesive wear condition (flattening of asperities) dominates the beginning 

stages of the test (0-1,15 [mm]), see figure (Fig 5.2.1-4, a). An increased sliding 

distance causes several separate continuous abrasive notches (mini scratches) on 

the main scratch (scar) bottom, indicating adhesive material transfer to the tool 

Fig 5.2.1-3 illustrates a diagram for Sv21, 300[N]. The beginning of test is 

marked with a reed oval and the corresponding mean coefficient is µ<0.3. 

After 50[m] reaches the mean coefficient values of µ=0.55 under a constant 

speed of v=0.08 [m/s].  
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and lump growth, see (Fig 5.2.1-4, b). A part of the abrasive body is trapped in the 

work sheet further down the track, ≈10 [mm], see (Fig 5.2.1-4, c). A close-up of 

the abrasive body can be seen at (A) in (Fig 5.2.1-4, d). It exhibits a ragged 

surface which could be interpreted as a change in the sheet materials plastic 

behavior and increased temperature around small abrasive objects, see (B & C). 

The SEM figure (Fig 5.2.1-4) illustrates the beginning of the test in (Fig 5.2.1-3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The next figure (Fig 5.2.1-5, a) illustrate an overview of the first two scratches 

from the test (Fig 5.2.1-3). Figure b) shows several abrasive notches after 30[mm] 

with a friction coefficient of µ= 0.27, (Fig 5.2.1-5, b). The figures (Fig 5.2.1-5, c) 

and d), 40-43[mm], illustrates how smooth continuous abrasive scratching 

changes contact behavior and exhibit a ragged surface, interpreted as an obvious 

change in the sheet materials plastic behavior and classified as “severe adhesive 

contact”, see (chapter 6.1). This severe adhesive contact increase the friction to 

µ≈0,34. A second change takes place and smooth abrasive ploughing is seen in the 

whole scratch scar bottom, after 990 [mm] with a friction coefficient of µ≈0,26. 

Similar scratch morphologies were observed in the initial stages for all materials. 

Fig 5.2.1-4 illustrates Sv21, 300[N] the damage on the work sheet in the initial 

stages of the diagram. Figure a) shows continues abrasive notches after 

1,15[mm] and b) shows a close up. Figure c) illustrates a part of the trapped 

abrasive body after ≈10 [mm] and d) shows a close up on the abrasive body (A) 

and suspected increased ductility in the contact at (B) and (C). 

a 

b) 

B 

A 

C 
d

) 

b 

d) 

c 
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Scratch appearance after a sliding distance of 30-50 and 990[mm] 

The following SEM figures (Fig 5.2.1-5) illustrate the first part of test (Fig 5.2.1-3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.2.1-5 illustrates Sv21, 300[N] the damage on the work sheet at 

different stages during the slide. Figure a) shows an over view. Figure b) 

shows abrasive notches 30[mm]. Figure c) and d) 40-43[mm] shows the 

development of ductile contact classified as severe adhesive. Figure e) 990 

[mm] show abrasive ploughing covering the whole contact area. 

e 990[mm], µ= 0,26 d 43[mm], µ= 0,34 

c 40[mm], µ= 0,33 b 30[mm], µ= 0,27 

a 

e) 

d) 

c) 
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Scratch profiles and wear volume at sliding distances of 40-1940 [mm] 

The following SEM figures (Fig 5.2.1-6) illustrate SEM and OP figures, both 3D 

and y-profiles on the damaged work sheet obtained from the test in (Fig 5.2.1-3). 

The figures show that the coefficient of friction is clearly not totally dependent on 

the area [m
2
] of the y-profile which is referred to as wear volume. The SEM figure 

(Fig 5.2.1-6, a) illustrates abrasive ploughing and severe adhesive contact after 40 

[mm], the 3D figure shows that the scratch grows quickly and is deepened and 

sharpened indicating rapid lump growth on the tool, the friction is µ≈0,33.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.2.1-6 illustrates Sv21, 300[N] SEM and OP 3D figures and scratch y-

profiles on the damaged work sheet the direction of the slide is shown by the 

reed arrows. Figure a) illustrate abrasive ploughing and ductile contact after 

40 [mm], b) illustrate abrasive ploughing after 990 [mm], c) illustrate abrasive 

ploughing after 1940 [mm]. 

a 40[mm], µ= 0,33 

y-profile 

b 990[mm], µ= 0,26 

y-profile 

c 1940[mm], µ= 0,27 

y-profile 

173,1° 
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Figures (Fig 5.2.1-6, b & c) illustrate abrasive ploughing after 990 and 1940 [mm] 

with a coefficient of friction close to µ≈0,27, the 3D figures can not confirm any 

significant material transfer to the tool although small amounts of material 

transfer and adhesion can be suspected by comparing the size of the damage or the 

y-profile area [m
2
] in b) and c). The scratch y-profiles in, (Fig 5.2.1-6, b & c), are 

wider and U-formed compared to the sharp profile in, (Fig 5.2.1-6, a), this 

indicates rapid lump growth in association with a sharp lump profile and a 

simultaneous change in the sheet materials plastic behavior during the first 950 

[mm] of sliding. The initial rapid lump growth is followed by a stage of smooth 

abrasive ploughing which exhibits a U-formed scratch y-profile with minor 

amounts of ductility in the contact, quite stable lump growth and lower friction.  

5.2.2 Vancron 40 (HRC 60-65) 

Va40 is a tool steel with some special features. One of the features is an additional 

amount of nitrogen (N) in the alloy which provides the formation of carbon 

nitrides on the tool surface. Va40 also exhibits an even distribution of carbides 

represented by white spots in figure (Fig 5.2.2-1). The carbides induce an extra 

hardness to the surface and are especially important in lubricated contact. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Typical frictional behavior  

Several typical friction vs. sliding diagrams for V40 with three different 

hardnesses can be seen in the figure (Fig 5.2.2-2). The diagrams exhibit what can 

be categorized as sudden jumps and dramatic changes in the friction coefficient 

which creates an L-formed coefficient of friction diagram observed in 60%, 6 out 

Fig 5.2.2-1 illustrates the tool steel Va40´s (HRC 59,7) distribution of 

carbides the small white spots seen on the surface. 
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of 10, of the performed tests ranging from 100[N], 200[N] to 300[N] with a 

constant speed of v=0,08 [m/s]. Note that the blue curves in (Fig 5.2.2-2) 

represent the mean value of 3 seconds and the red curves represent true values.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The figure (Fig 5.2.2-2) illustrates diagrams using the tool steel Va40 on a 

Dp1000 work sheet. The initial friction coefficient is about µ=0.3 for all loads and 

a steady stage or an insignificant mean curve derivative Dfµ(s)≈0 corresponding to 

a stable friction exists in all of the diagrams until a sudden and dramatic rise, (6-

220[m]), where the coefficient of friction reaches true values well over µ=0,7. 

Notably the raise is not stable for some of the diagrams and quickly declines after 

some meters of sliding, for example Va40 (HRC 63,3) figure e) and h) exhibits 

better qualitative performance. This means a low sustainability in the frictional 

rises or in other words smaller area under the graphs. Va40 (HRC 63.3) also have 

better quantitative performance, which means simultaneous or later high increases 

in the coefficient of friction. 

b a c 

d e f 

g h i 

Fig 5.2.2-2 illustrates diagrams for the tool steel Va40 with three different 

hardnesses (HRC 59,7), (HRC 63,3) and (HRC 65) and different normal 

loads of 300N, 200N, 100N under a constant speed of v=0,08 [m/s]. 
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The figure (Fig 5.2.2-3) illustrates a test diagram for Va40 (HRC 59,7) with a 

normal load of 300[N] and a constant speed of v=0,08 [m/s]. The following SEM 

figures (Fig 5.2.2-4) illustrate the corresponding contact in the diagram marked 

with red ovals. Notably the coefficient of friction is L-formed and exhibits a short 

<1[m] region with initial material buildup at (A) followed by a steady coefficient 

of friction at (B) followed by a rapid increase at (C). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scratch appearance  

The figure (Fig 5.2.2-4, a) illustrates the rapid initial adhesive buildup in region 

(A) during the first 950 [mm] of sliding. The buildup is similar to the one found in 

Sv21, see (Fig 5.2.1-4 and -5). The initial contact is classified as mild adhesive 

and the material transfer and buildup lead to occurrences of several separate 

abrasive notches or mini scratches, (Fig 5.2.2-4, (a), (1) & (2)), on the main 

scratch (scar) bottom. The contact is, after the initial buildup, transformed to a 

steady state of abrasive ploughing in region (Fig 5.2.2-3, (B)) with small nominal 

changes in the lump growth rate and a steady friction, see (Fig 5.2.2-4, d) & g). 

The scratch y-profile is similar to a V-shape with a angle of 167° (Fig 5.2.2-4, (3)) 

and sharper compared to Sv21´s U-shaped scratch y-profile for the abrasive stable 

state in (Fig 5.2.1-6, c) which has a angle of 173°, note that the angel in the figure,  

Fig 5.2.2-3 illustrates a friction coefficient vs. sliding diagram when using 

Va40 on a Dp1000 work sheet. Region (B) is a steady state followed by a rapid 

raise of the coefficient of friction at (C) reaching a maximum mean value well 

over µ= 0,6 during a constant speed of v=0,08 [m/s]. 

 

A 

B 

C 
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(Fig 5.2.1-6, c), is not a perfect estimation of it’s bluntness, the lump is clearly 

more blunt than what the angle gives credit for. The abrasive stage is followed by 

a sudden increase in the coefficient of friction represented in region (C), see figure 

(Fig 5.2.2-3, (C)). The examined scratch profile, see (Fig 5.2.2-4, k), illustrates an 

wider profile and larger wear volume implying rapid lump growth. The 

corresponding SEM characteristics exhibits a clear change in the sheet materials 

plastic and contact behavior, see (Fig 5.2.2-4, j). Notably, the sudden increase in 

friction, see (Fig 5.2.2-3, (C)), is opposite to the linear frictional behavior of Sv21, 

see (Fig 5.2.1-3), and can be associated with geometrical differences in the scratch 

y-profiles (V and U-shape) exhibited in their respective “stable” abrasive region.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.2.2-4 illustrates a test on Va40, 300[N] from diagram (Fig 5.2.2-3).  

The first 37 [mm] can be seen at a) and show mild adhesive contact in 

association with abrasive notches. Figure d) and g) illustrates the steady 

abrasive stage. Figure j) illustrates ductile, severe adhesive, contact 

associated with high friction. 

987 [mm], µ= 0,23  

e

d f

10491 last [mm], µ=0,28 

g 

3 

167° 

h 

37 [mm], µ= 0,25 

2 

1 c

2 

1 a

b

i 

11441 last [mm], µ= 0,44 

j l 
k 
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Unstable friction behaviour 

The diagram in the figure (Fig 5.2.2-5), illustrates a test for Va40 (HRC 65). The 

appearance is linear and opposite to the general L-shaped diagrams of Va40. 

However the interesting feature of this diagram is the sudden decrease in the 

kinetic coefficient of friction and unstable behavior after 49 [m] of sliding, see 

(Fig 5.2.2-10 and region (A)). The diagram has a linear increase and no certain 

reason for the sudden drop can be presented. However, the opportunity to find a 

correlation between scratch characteristics, profiles and friction values seems 

intriguing and can perhaps give a clue to frictional fluctuations and linear 

increase. Note that each point in the diagram represents a mean friction value of 3 

seconds and the test was performed with a constant speed of v=0,08 [m/s]. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scratch appearance between 49-53 [m] 

The figure, (Fig 5.2.2-6, g) & h), illustrates scratch damage after 49[m] of sliding, 

classified as severe adhesive contact and can be associated with a sharp scratch y-

profile implying a connection between severe adhesive contact, sharp lump 

geometries and high corresponding friction µ=0.38. The SEM figure changes 

characteristics to a typical smooth abrasive ploughing pattern after 51,4[m] of 

A 

Fig 5.2.2-5 illustrates a diagram for one test with Va40 and a normal load of 

300[N]. The mean curve have a derivative Dfµ(s) > 0 or in other words, a steady 

increase of the coefficient of friction until a sudden drop from µ> 0,4 to µ< 0,3. 

The coefficient of friction reaches maximum mean values well over µ= 0,5 after 

58 [m] under a constant speed of v=0,08 [m/s]. 
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sliding. The change to abrasive characteristics can be association with a blunter 

scratch y-profile representing larger or similar wear volume but the corresponding 

friction is lower µ= 0.31, see (Fig 5.2.2-6, d) & e). A second transformation, back 

to a severe adhesive pattern, takes place after 53.3[m] and can be associated to a 

sharp scratch y-profile and high friction, see (Fig 5.2.2-6, a) & b). Notably the 

size of the y-profile area [m
2
], wear volume or lump size is not connected to the 

exhibited friction values indicating geometric reasons for the sudden drop in the 

coefficient of friction and the drop didn’t take place due to a decline in lump size, 

rather a rearrangement or even gain of material seems to lower the friction if a 

specific lump shape is obtained, compare (Fig 5.2.2-6, e) with b)and h). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The classification severe adhesive is only connected to a change in the sheet 

materials plastic behavior seen in SEM figures (Fig 5.2.2-6, a & g) which increase 

resistance and gives higher friction. From 49[m] to 51[m] is it probable that 

material transfer simultaneously takes place due to the increased wear volume, see 

y-profile in (Fig 5.2.2-6, e). The lump is then rearranged between 51[m]-53[m].  

Fig 5.2.2-6 illustrates Va40, 300[N] and sliding length = 53,3, 51,4 and 49,5 

[m]. The SEM figures confirm fluctuations in scratch appearance from high 

frictional ductile severe adhesive contact to lower frictional abrasive 

ploughing. No direct frictional correlation to wear volume is observed. 

53301±5[mm], µ= 0,44 
c a 

b 

49501±5 [mm], µ= 0,38 
g i 

h 

51401±5 [mm], µ= 0,31 

d f 
e 
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5.2.3 Vanadis 6 

Microstructure 

Vanadis 6 is a tool steel with an additional alloy content of Vanadis that improves 

the tool steel’s strength (macro toughness).  

 

Typical Behavior  

Vanadis 6 has a linear increase in the friction vs. Sliding diagrams in 4 out of a 

total of 6 test runs which equals a linear appearance in 66% of all tests.  

However the total test amount is relatively small and some of the graphs are quite 

hard to classify so linear increase should only be regarded as the supposed general 

frictional behavior in dry conditions. Three coefficient of friction diagrams can be 

seen in the figure (Fig 5.2.3-1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VVaannaaddiiss  66  DDpp11000000  330000[[NN]]  

c) 

a) 

b) 

Fig 5.2.3-1 illustrates diagrams for Vanadis 6, a) 300 [N], b) 200 [N] and 

c) 100 [N]. 
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The figures, (Fig 5.2.3-1), have a mean curve, (blue curve), derivative Dfµ(s) > 0, 

or in other words, a steady increase of the coefficient of friction. This of course 

depends on the resolution and used points for calculation but it is clear that the 

mean curve, (blue curve), is quite smooth and no rapid increase with large 

magnitude takes place, especially in comparison with the behavior of Va40, see 

(Fig 5.2.2-2). The figure (Fig 5.2.3-1, c), contains a quantifiable drop in the 

coefficient of friction after 30[m], which continues up to the 80 [m] mark, from 

this point 80-200 [m] the friction increase is quite steady. The coefficient of 

friction reaches a maximum true value, (reed curve), of more than µ= 0.52 under a 

constant speed of v=0.08 [m/s] after 35, 77 and 100 [m]. 

5.2.4 Sleipner (TiN based coating)  

Microstructure 

The Sleipner tool material has in this investigation a PVD TiN coating.  

 

Typical Behaviour  

Sleipner friction vs. sliding diagrams are characterized by frequent high amplitude 

fluctuations in the coefficient of friction. The rapid increase is similar in 

magnitude and form to the one observed for Va40 (Fig 5.2.2-2), but unlike to 

most of the Va40 diagrams. Sleipners increases are followed by a more or less 

rapid decrease. These fluctuations in the coefficient of frictions are stabilized with 

decreased normal load, see the figure (Fig 5.2.4-1) and appendix E. The 

coefficient of friction reaches maximum true values, (red curve), of more than 

µ=0,58 after 50, 70 and 130 [m] meter of sliding, under a constant speed of 

v=0,08 [m/s]. Note that the blue curves in the figure, (Fig 5.2.4-1), represent the 

mean value of 3 seconds and the red curves represent true values. The rapid 

increases and decreases in the coefficient of friction for the Sleipner TiN coated 

material have been discussed in the project group and by other researchers as a 

sign of stick slip behavior. First the material is attached and then removed or 

scraped of in a continuous cycle. Another theory is a drop in friction due to gain 

of material and lump growth similar to the mechanism found in the previous Va40 

test, see diagram (Fig 5.2.2-5), SEM figures and (OP) measurements (Fig 5.2.2-6). 
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 Fig 5.2.4-1 illustrates diagrams for Sleipner (TiN coated), a) 300 [N], b) 200 [N] 

and c) 100 [N]. 

 

a) 

c) 

b) 
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5.3 Lump morphology  

To take the evaluation between tool steels further, mapping of the lump 

morphology at fixed sliding distances can give a clue to the tool material’s galling 

resistance. Here are some typical appearances and lump shapes for Sv21, Va40 

(HRC 65) and Sleipner, a TiN coated tool steel, after a sliding distance of 45 [m].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The lump top view, figure (Fig 5.3-1) is rectangular, compact and much higher 

than the surrounding surface. The y-profile (Fig 5.3.1-2) exhibits a U or W-shape. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The lump top view, (Fig 5.3-2), resembles an arrowhead and is much higher than 

the surrounding surface. The y-profile (Fig 5.3.2-2) resembles a V-shape. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The lump top view, figure (Fig 5.3-3), resembles an arrowhead but is irregular, 

scattered and has insignificant height compared to the surrounding surface. 

Fig 5.3-1 illustrates the top 

view of the lump developed 

on Sv21 after 45 [m] of 

sliding on a Dp1000 work 

sheet. The normal load was 

100[N] and the red arrow 

shows the direction of the 

slide. The measured friction 

coefficient was µ=0,39. 

 

Fig 5.3-2 illustrates the top 

view of the lump developed 

on Va40 (HRC 65) after 45 

[m] of sliding on a Dp1000 

work sheet. The normal load 

was 100[N] and the red 

arrow shows the direction of 

the slide. The measured 

friction coefficient was µ=0,3 

Fig 5.3-3 illustrates a side 

view of the lump developed 

on the TiN-coated Sleipner 

after 45 [m] of sliding on a 

Dp1000 work sheet. The 

normal load was 100[N] and 

the red arrow shows the 

direction of the slide. 

Friction coefficient µ=0,50. 
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5.3.1 Sv21 Lump morphology 

The lump growth on Sv21 was examined after 1, 5,7, 15,2 and 45 [m] of sliding 

on a Dp1000 work sheet with a normal load of 100[N]. Each sliding length 

represents an individual test. The lump appearance and results are presented in the 

following OP (optical profilometer) figures and measurements, see figures       

(Fig 5.3.1-1 and -2). The corresponding friction graphs are also presented. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The appearance in the figure (Fig 5.3.1-1) indicates a clear probability flux 

between lump appearances. However compared with Va40 and Sleipner (TiN 

coated) there are some clear distinctions in overall lump shape. The mass 

orientation of the lumps are slightly tilted with regard to the sliding direction 

which implies that adhesion is not distributed equally on both sides of the contact 

area, especially on the 5,7 [m] lump. The reason can be external factors such as 

insufficient specimen geometries or bad adjustment of the test equipment or 

others. The top view of the 15,2[m] test resembles the sharp Va40 arrowhead, 

(right to left), but grows asymmetric further back where it exhibits several small 

peaks and resembles the Sv21 45[m] lump. The 15,2[m] lump exhibits low 

friction µ=0,27 in the tests final stage where the lump is measured. 

Fig 5.3.1-1 illustrates the appearance of four different test runs for Sv21 with 

sliding lengths of a) 1[m], b) 5.7[m], c) 15.2[m] and d) 45[m]. 

W=width, H= height, L=length and (*)=peak height. 

 

45 [m] 15,2 [m] 

5,7 [m] 1 [m] µ=0,39  µ=0,36  

µ=0,39  µ=0,27  

a b 

c d 

W=300, H=12, L= 560 [µm] 

W=314, H=10, L= 785 [µm] W=630, H=20 (60*), L= 570 [µm] 

W=262, H=11, L= 425 [µm] 
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Dimensional measurements of the lumps 

When using the OP (optical profilometer), estimations of the lump height over the 

surrounding surface is possible. However extremely small dimensional 

measurements are hazardous due to problems with defining a proper reference 

surface, nevertheless here are the measurements, see figure (Fig 5.3.1-2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each sliding length in the figure (Fig 5.3.1-2) represents an individual test run. 

Therefore no comparison and conclusion can be drawn about exact lump height or 

size in correlation to sliding length. However, when contemplating the y-profiles 

in figure (Fig 5.3.1-2, a, b, c and d) the general appearance is rectangular with a 

ragged top, this will be referred to as a W or U-shaped y-profile. Some 

distinctions exist where the 1 [m] lump shows a sharp high peak and this confirms 

the possibility of local growth of deep and narrow abrasive wear, ploughing, 

cutting or compression below the mean height of the surface, in the initial material 

and/or lump buildup. The y-profile area [m
2
] of 15,2 and 45 [m] test run indicate 

that they produce roughly the same wear volume. This is however simply an 

indication and only a corresponding scratch profile would confirm this suggestion. 

Fig 5.3.1-2 illustrates the appearance of four different test runs for Sv21 

with the sliding lengths of 1, 5.7, 15.2, 45 [m]. The lump y-profile (width and 

depth) can be seen in measurements a), b), c) and d). 

1[m] 5,7[m] 

15,2[m] 45[m] 

a b 

c d 
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Friction vs. sliding graphs 

The lump is measured at the end of every friction graph and continuous 

measurements are not possible with the available equipment. It is, questionable to 

draw decisive conclusions about frictional history and final lump shape because 

the lump shape changes during sliding. However the friction vs. sliding graphs for 

the different test runs will give a clue to the lump shapes influence on the 

coefficient of friction. The friction graphs for 5,7 and 15,2 [m] are quite similar 

although the mean friction for the 5,7 [m] is slightly higher. The 45 [m] graph has 

repeated peaks of much higher friction values compared to all of the previous 

tests. The dimensional measurements of the lump width and depth (or y-profile) 

are not proportional to friction values as might be expected, compare b) c) and d) 

in figure (Fig 5.3.1-2) and (Fig 5.3.1-3, b, c and d). This implies that lump shape 

in 3-dimensions is important to define frictional behavior. The corresponding 

wear volume or y-profile area [m
2
] does not quantify friction very well and the 

consequent is that friction graphs can not quantify wear rate or size of the lump.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a b 

c d 

Fig 5.3.1-3 illustrates the graphs of four different test runs for Sv21 with the 

sliding lengths of a) 1[m], b) 5.7[m], c) 15.2[m] and d) 45[m]. 
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5.3.2 Vancron 40 (HRC 65) lump morphology 

The lump growth on Va40 (HRC 65) was examined after 1, 5, 15 and 45[m] of 

sliding on a Dp1000 work sheet with a normal load of 100[N]. The results are 

presented in the following OP (optical profilometer) figures and measurements, 

see figures (Fig 5.3.2-1 and -2). The corresponding friction graphs are also 

presented.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each lump and corresponding sliding length in the figure (Fig 5.3.2-1) represents 

an individual test run. The top view of the lumps found on Va40 (HRC 65) could 

be compared to an arrowhead, a more creative association could be a jetfighter. 

However, the lumps are quite similar for all four test runs although with some 

minor differences. The 5,7[m] lump seen in figure (b) is for example slightly 

uneven and the 15,2[m] in figure (c) has a slightly longer main body compared 

with the others. Friction values at the spot where the lump is measured are similar 

with the exception of the 5,7[m] test whom exhibits µ=0,40, see (Fig5.3.2-1, b). 

Fig 5.3.2-1 illustrates the appearance of four different test runs for 

Va40 HRC 65 with the sliding lengths of a) 1[m], b) 5.7[m],  

c) 15.2[m] and d) 45[m]. W=width, H= height, and L=length. 

 

 1 [m] 5,7 [m] 

15,2 [m] 45 [m] 

µ=0,40  µ=0,37  

µ=0,33  µ=0,36  

a b 

c d 

W=384, H=13, L= 615 [µm] W=485, H=10, L= 558 [µm] 

W=517, H=18, L= 607 [µm] W=358, H=21, L= 538 [µm] 
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Dimensional measurements of the lumps 

The OP (optical profilometer) estimates lump height over the surrounding surface. 

There are as discussed limitations in exact measurements, nevertheless here are 

some x- and y-profiles for the different sliding lengths. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some conclusions can be drawn about general lump shape, (width and depth), 

from the above y-profile measurements, see (Fig 5.3.2-2, a, b, c and d). The Va40 

has a uniform and quite sharp V-shape, especially in comparison with the general 

lump y-profile for Sv21 and Sleipner (TiN-coated). Note that the lump for the 5,7 

[m] test is more uneven than the others and has a high peak to the left in the y-

profile (Fig 5.3.2-2, b), this makes the y-profile (width and depth) of the lump to 

some extent more W-shaped. This could explain the quite high final friction value.  

Fig 5.3.2-2 illustrates the appearance of four different test runs for Va40 HRC 

65 with the sliding lengths of 1, 5.7, 15.2, 45 [m]. The lumps y-profile (width 

and depth) can be seen in measurement a), b), c) and d). 

a b 

c d 

1[m] 5,7[m] 

15,2[m] 45[m] 

a b 

c d 
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Friction vs. sliding graphs 

Comparison between lump shape and friction vs. sliding graphs for different test 

runs are not conclusive but imply some kind of friction dependence on lump 

shape. Due to the similar top view of the lumps, (Fig 5.3.2-1), and with a 

uniformed V-shaped y-profile (width and depth), (Fig 5.3.2-2), a similar friction 

behavior was expected in figure (Fig 5.3.2-3). However with regards to different 

magnitude of both maximum friction values (reed curve) and average values (blue 

curve) such exact resemblance in the frictional history was not observed. Notably, 

the lump is measured at the end of every test where the friction is stabilized and 

with regards to Va40´s “general” friction behavior, (Fig 5.2.2-2), would this imply 

that this type of lump, (Fig 5.3.2-1), gives a stable friction for a certain time 

period until a sudden increase. The friction is stabilized at a higher value during 

the rest of the test period or is followed by a gradual decrease. When comparing 

Va40 45[m] with Sv21 45[m] do Sv21 have much higher friction amplitude 

(µ=0,6) earlier in the test and more irregular changes during the whole test, if this 

is a result of Sv21 more jagged W y-profile seen in the figure can not be certain, 

compare Va40 (Fig 5.3.2-1, d) and Sv21 (Fig 5.3.1-1, d & Fig 5.3.1-3, d). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig 5.3.2-3 illustrates graphs presenting four different test runs with the 

sliding lengths of a) 1[m], b) 5.7[m], c) 15.2[m] and d) 45[m]. 

a b 

c d 
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5.3.3 Sleipner (Coated) Lump morphology 

The lump growth on Sleipner, a TiN-coated tool steel, was examined after 1, 5, 15 

and 45 [m] of sliding on a Dp1000 work sheet with a normal load of 100[N]. The 

results are presented in the following OP (optical profilometer) figures and 

measurements, see figures (Fig 5.3.3-1 and -3). The OP can not successfully 

measure extremely small dimensions, SEM figures are therefore included, see 

(Fig 5.3.3-2). The corresponding friction graphs are also presented. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The general lump shape for Sleipner, as seen in the figure (Fig 5.3.3-1) is irregular 

and scattered. At these sliding lengths the lump is barely visible using an OP even 

with the highest possible resolution. This implies a small amount of dimensional 

lump growth in terms of volume and the lump’s height over the surrounding 

surface is insignificant (5[µm]). The 45[m] lump exhibits high friction µ=0,50 in 

the tests final stage where the lump is measured, see (Fig 5.3.3-1, d). 

Fig 5.3.3-1 illustrates the appearance of  four different test runs for 

Sleipner, a TiN coated tool steel, with the sliding lengths of a) 1[m], b) 

5.7[m], c) 15.2[m] and d) 45[m]. W=width, H= height, L=length and 

(*)=peak height. 

 

µ=0,50  µ=0,34  

µ=0,37  µ=0,38  1 [m] 5,7 [m] 

15,2 [m] 45 [m] 

a b 

c d 

W=500, H=4, L= 660 [µm] W=314, H=3 (60*), L= 485[µm] 

W=320, H=3, L= 426 [µm] W=300, H=5, L= 460 [µm] 
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SEM investigation of Sleipner 

It was not always possible to detect any lump growth on the Sleipner (TiN-coated) 

material when using the OP, optical profile meter. Therefore, SEM investigations 

were conducted to evaluate the general appearance of Sleipners contact area seen 

in (Fig 5.3.3-2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some conclusions can be drawn about general lump appearance from the four 

presented SEM figures, (Fig 5.3.3-2). The lump is quite irregular and is scattered 

to several small and thin formations of adhered material but the overall formations 

resemble the top view of Va40´s arrowhead with a sharp point in the direction of 

the slide. The width and length of the adhesion zone, where attached material can 

be seen, is considerable although the volume of attached material is insignificant 

and therefore hardly detectable in the previous OP measurements.  

 

 

 

45 [m] 

d 

Fig 5.3.3-2 illustrates four different test runs for Sleipner, a TiN coated tool 

steel, with the sliding lengths of a) 1[m], b) 5.7[m], c) 15.2[m] and d) 45[m]. 

1 [m] 

a 

5,7 [m] 

b 

15,2 [m] 

c 
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Dimensional measurements of the lumps 

When using the OP (optical profilometer) estimations of the lump height over the 

surrounding surface are not secure for adhered material thinner than 4 [µm]. This 

is a problem because Sleipner has insignificant lump growth, nevertheless, here 

are the OP measurements for Sleipner, see figure (Fig 5.3.3-3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The general appearance is quite scattered and the exact volume is insignificant 

and difficult to quantify. Note that although the SEM figure for the 1 [m] test 

shows bigger amount of material transfer to the tool compared to the 15,2 [m] test, 

see (Fig 5.3.3-2, a and c), the OP x- and y-profiles show almost equal and only 

small amounts of dimensional adhesion, see figure (Fig 5.3.3-3, a and c), and the 

friction graphs (Fig 5.3.3-4, a and c) give no clue to their actual lump size. The 

5,7 [m] test has a very sharp and high peak, if it is connected to the lump growth 

or if it is some kind of contamination can only be confirmed by a corresponding 

scratch profile. 

Fig 5.3.3-3 illustrates four different test runs for Sleipner, a TiN coated tool 

steel, with the sliding lengths of 1, 5.7, 15.2, 45 [m]. The lump  

y-profile (width and depth) can be seen in measurement a), b), c) and d). 

1[m] 5,7[m] 

15,2[m] 45[m] 

a b 

c d 
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1 [m] 

45 [m] 15,2 [m] 

5,7 [m] 

Friction vs. sliding graphs 

The friction vs. sliding graphs for Sleipner indicates a quite low and stable friction 

except for the 45 [m] test, see figure (Fig 5.3.3-4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The higher friction values in the 45 [m] test, figure (Fig 5.3.3-4, d), correspond 

well to the theory about lump shape rather than lump size for defining 

corresponding friction. The irregular and scattered lump exhibits three peaks, 

which resembles a W-shaped y-profile (width and depth) in, (Fig 5.3.3-3, d). The 

high friction increase would be considered as the galling point according to the 

existing galling friction criteria and it is probable that the adhesion and rate of 

material transfer is higher after the friction increase in figure, (Fig 5.3.3-4, d), but 

it will be lower compared to insignificant or similar friction increases for Va40 

and Sv21 and thereby doubtful to use as a criterion for ranking. It is obvious by 

this investigation that neither lump size [m
3
] nor rate of material transfer [m

3
/s] 

can be quantified by friction graphs. Why use friction graphs when you can 

examine the tool surface directly and get a secure result and the real lump growth? 

Fig 5.3.3-4 illustrates four different test runs for Sleipner, a TiN coated tool 

steel, with the sliding lengths of a) 1[m], b) 5.7[m], c) 15.2[m] and d) 45[m]. 

a b 

c d 
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5.3.4 Lump growth and initiation 

The figure (Fig 5.3.4-1) illustrates SEM images on a lump developed on the tool 

steel Va40 (HRC 65) after 115[m] of sliding. The figure (A) illustrates an 

overview of the lump. Figure (B) illustrates a close-up with an in lens detector 

used for examining rough dimensional proportions on the surface. Figure (D) 

shows a close-up with a BSE detector which examine chemical differences in the 

material to produce a figure which illustrate the surface. Notably the BSE detector 

is only capable of detecting sheet material transfer thicker than 10 [µm]. Figure 

(C) shows a close-up with a SE2 detector, a combination of both previous 

detectors. The figures (B), (C) and (D) all show the same spot on the backside of 

the developed lump. The intention was to find any visible galling initiation due to 

crack growth or damaged carbides on the tool surface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The above figures illustrate that the lump is probably smeared out on the tool 

surface. A comparison between (B, C) and (D) imply lump growth thinner than 10 

[µm] on the edge of the lump. There are no signs that this thin adhesion is initiated 

by crack growth or damaged carbides. Damaged carbide would possibly be visible 

in the BSE (D) detector as irregularities in the small white spots.  

Fig 5.3.4-1, (A) (B) (C) and (D) illustrates a lump developed on the tool steel 

Va40 (HRC65) after 115[m] of sliding. 

B A 

D 
C 
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5.4 Material ranking Results 

5.4.1 Quantitative ranking using sliding distance to galling 

Numerous testing and the results presented previously in chapter 5 confirms that, 

in dry conditions, instant transferee of material and a “dramatic” increase in 

friction can be instantaneous, this often happens in association with a severe 

adhesive contact, see (Chapter 6.1). Even with a friction sustainability criteria is it 

impossible to find an objective sliding length to galling, especially for the tool 

material Sv21, which generally exhibits a linear friction increase and have no 

“steady state”. Sv21´s linear frictional behavior was increased for work sheets 

cleaned whit an enhanced cleaning process, see (Chapter 4.3). Nevertheless, to 

fulfill the main target of the project, a ranking is presented which is based on the 

galling criteria presented in chapter 4.3.1. The galling point is a point with a 

sustainable increase in friction, two times higher than the initial “steady state”. 

The result diagram (Fig 5.4.2-1) includes all performed tests during the whole 

project.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The diagram, (Fig 5.4.1-1), illustrates the sliding length to galling for the different 

materials and the difference in galling distance is bigger with a decreased normal 

load. The general trend indicates that the tool steel Va40 (63.3) is better than or as 

good as Sv21. Va40 (63.3) is comparable to Sv21 at high loads, slightly inferior at 

200[N] and much better at 100[N]. The Va40 [63.3] performance improves with 

lower normal load but Sv21 performance is steady for all loads implying that any 

ranking should be correlated to application and therefore no clear winner can be 

chosen, this gives the following ranking: 

1. Sv21 & Va40 (63.3) 3. Sleipner & Va40 (59,7) and last 5.Va40 (65). 

Sliding lenght to Gallin, including all tests.
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Fig 5.4.1-1 illustrates a sliding length to galling diagram for all performed tests. 

The general trend is increased or stable performance with decreased normal load.  
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An enhanced work sheet cleaning process was used for the final 300 [m] tests, see 

chapter 4.2. The resulting diagram in (Fig 5.4.1-2) indicates that the performance 

for Sv21 is good, this is because the “steady state” friction is quantified to µ=0,25 

and the friction value of µ=0,5 is only reached after a considerable sliding length. 

The graphs for Sv21 can be seen in the figure (Fig 5.2.1-2). The Sv21 200[N] 

graph (Fig 5.2.1-2, b) have what can be categorized as a “steady state” but the 

magnitude in the increase after the steady state is not sufficient (µ=0,4) for the 

galling criteria, see chapter 4.3.1. Therefore, the results for Sv21 are presented 

with two lines the first one is blue, the second one is black and includes a shorter 

sliding length to galling due to the “steady state” and the small friction raise, 

(µ=0,4), seen in the 200[N] friction graph, see (Fig 5.2.1-2, b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is clear from the figure, (Fig 6.4.1-2), that the tool material Va40 (HRC 63.3) 

performed well at low loads compared to the other tool steel materials and is 

adequate for high loads. The Va40 (HRC 59,7) performance was adequate for all 

loads. The Va40 (HRC65) performance was god for high loads and poor for low 

loads. The Sleipner material was good for high loads and adequate for low loads. 

The Sv21 performance was, depending on interpretation and use of the galling 

criteria, god for high loads and adequate or (god) for low loads, this gives the 

following ranking:  

1. Sv21 2.Va40 (63.3), Sv21(“steady state”) & Sleipner. 4.Va40 (59,7) and last 

5.Va40 (65). 

Fig 5.4.1-2 illustrates a diagram when using the enhanced work sheet cleaning 

process and fixed sliding distance to 300 [m]. The sliding length to galling is 

presented for Va40 with 3 different hardnesses and a normal load of 100, 200 

and 300 [N]. 
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5.4.2 Influence of hardness on the test result  

The result diagram in figure (Fig 5.4.2-1 and -2) illustrates Va40 and the sliding 

distance to galling dependence on hardness. The figure (Fig 5.4.2-1) includes all 

performed tests in the ranking, the difference in sliding length is smaller 

compared to the 300[m] tests seen in the figure (Fig 5.4.2-2). This implies an 

influence of statistical deviation in the results, see chapter 5.4.3. Nevertheless, 

with regards to the result diagrams (Fig 6.4.2-1 and -2), the Va40 (HRC 63.3) had 

the best overall performance and perhaps some kind of hardness dependence 

exists in the buildup process for Va40. Note that this is an evaluation based on 

friction and a sliding length to galling, it doesn’t quantify exact volume of lump 

growth to the tool. The investigation can also not tell if it is general hardness or 

features in the Va40´s microstructure or both simultaneously that causes the 

resulted output. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.4.2-1 illustrates a result diagram for Va40 with 3 different hardnesses 

including all performed tests. The difference in galling distance is bigger with a 

decreased normal load. 

Fig 5.4.2-2 illustrates a result diagram for Va40 with 3 different hardnesses 

including only tests with a fixed sliding distance 300[m]. The difference in 

galling distance is generally bigger with a decreased normal load. 
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=σ  

σ(N,p) = Standard deviation  

N = Number of performed tests 

p=Percentage of the exhibited appearance within  

 the fixed sliding length 

 

14,5σ(10,0.7)Sv21 =  

8.6)σ(31,0.645Va40 =  

5.4.3 Statistic evaluation  

Linear increase or L-formed friction diagram 

The general frictional behavior for a material can be characterized as a linear 

increase during a certain time period or a dramatic increase during a short time 

period, the last is referred to as an L-diagram in this paper. The material Sv21 

exhibits a linear increase in 70% of 10 test runs. The Va40 material exhibits an L-

formed diagram in 66.6% out of 30 tests, added to this is a counted linear 

behavior in 1 failed test. Notably all aborted or failed test runs have been counted 

as a linear increase for Va40 and the opposite for Sv21 to achieve some kind of 

objectivity. We suppose that the observations are binomial in character because 

there can only be a yes or no answer and by using eq.22 a standard deviation can 

be calculated.   

 

 

 

The result is a standard absolute deviation from the general values of 

appearance for each material, note that the used values are the percentage L-

formed diagrams of a total amount of tests and the absolute deviation have the 

unit [%] because of this: 

 

 

 

 

Sliding length to galling 

The sliding length to galling using a non fixed sliding length is discrete and 

supposed to be normally divided and the equation for the corresponding normal 

curve (frequency) N( x ,σ) is given by eq.21. The equation for the mean sliding 

length is given by the eq.18 and standard deviation is given by the eq.19, the 

confidence intervals are calculated by eq.20. 

 

 

 

 

 

eq. 22 

x = Mean sliding length of N sliding lengthens. 

N = Number of performed tests  

xi = Every individual sliding length or every  

observation. 

),x(N σ = The normal divided curve equation or  

frequency equation  

≤µ≤ = The normal divided confidence intervals 
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The standard deviation and confidence intervals for the different materials, derived 

from the sliding lengths from diagram (Fig 5.4.1-1), are presented in table 1 and 2, see 

figure (Fig 5.4.3-1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The confidence interval supposes a 95% certainty for a result between the 

distances and the width of the scatter can be described with (∆C) in Table 2, see 

figure (Fig 5.4.3-1). The standard deviation can be used to measure the weight or 

distribution of the results. All materials have a quite large scatter with the weight 

distributed on both high and small values, perhaps is the distribution not normally 

as expected. However the confidence interval distance (∆C) can act as a guide for 

the security in the results. The (∆C) for Sv21 300[N] and Sleipner 300[N] is quite 

large this means that there is a big scatter between lowest and highest test result. 

In comparison is the scatter and results for Va40 (59,7) 300[N] much closer.  
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eq. 20 

Table 2: Standard deviation  Table 3: Confidence intervals ∆C 

Materials σ Mean sliding lengh  Sv21 300[N] 39 127 88 

σSv21 300[N] 55 83  Va40 (HRC 65) 300[N] 27 80 53 

σSv21 200[N] 64 95  Va40 (HRC 63.3) 300[N] 50 115 65 

σSv21 100[N] 3,5 92,5  Va40 /HRC 59,7) 300[N] 24 72 47 

σVa40 (HRC 65) 300[N] 73 91  Sleipner 300[N] -13* 109 122 

σVa40 (HRC 65) 200[N] 28 26       

σVa40 (HRC 65) 100[N] - 23       

σVa40 (HRC 63.3) 300[N] 22 66       

σVa40 (HRC 63.3) 200[N] 8,7 42       

σVa40 (HRC 63.3) 100[N] - 195       

σVa40 /HRC 59,7) 300[N] 16 38       

σVa40 /HRC 59,7) 200[N] 19 47       

σVa40 /HRC 59,7) 100[N] 27 67       

σSleipner 300[N] 62 46       

σSleipner 200[N] - 53       

σSleipner 100[N] - 73       

 Fig 5.4.3-1 illustrates standard deviation table 1 and the confidence intervals 

table 2 for the different materials. The result for Va40 (59,7) 300[N] is more 

secure compared to any other material in the 300[N] region. Note that 

comparable confidence intervals are not productive for lower loads due to 

insufficient test amount.  

*Note that a negative sliding length is not possible. 

It might be wrong to assume a normal distribution. 
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6 Discussion 

6.1 The galling phenomenon discussion 

6.1.1 General characteristics 

The distinction between contacts defined as in the ASTM standards needs to be 

related to the SOFS (slider–on-flat-surface) equipment and corresponding scratch 

appearance found using a SEM to be fully comprehensible. The results presented 

in this report confirmed three different types of scratch damage, see chapter 5.1.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Mild adhesive contact/wear = Asperity flattening (Fig 6.1.1-1, A) 

• Abrasive contact/wear = Foremost ploughing (Fig 6.1.1-1, C) 

• Severe adhesive contact/wear = Increased ductility (Fig 6.1.1-1, D) 

Fig 6.1.1-1 illustrates different SEM appearances and corresponding y-profiles 

(A), (B), (C) and (D). Figure (D) illustrate a severe adhesive contact which in 

different proportions, figure (B), can be found in association with abrasive 

ploughing, figure (C). Both previous contacts can also be simultaneous with mild 

adhesive contact identifiable in the initial stage of a test by flattening of asperities 

on the sheets surface, figure (A). Note that the size of the wear volume is 

disproportional to friction values, compare (B) and (D). 

A B C D 

1603,5 [µm
2
] 

µ=0,43 

1451,75 [µm
2
] 

µ=0,26 

498,5 [µm
2
] 

µ=0,26 
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The contact switches between these three conditions or different mixtures of them 

in a cyclic behavior, see (Fig 6.1.1-1, B). This can continue to a theoretical 

infinity, or to a final continuous 100% severe adhesive contact in the whole 

contact zone, see (Fig 6.1.1-1, D). Note, the SEM figure (Fig 6.1.1-1, C) can not 

confirm any actual mild adhesive material transfer (Fig 6.1.1-1, A) or lump 

growth to the tool, but the SEM figure can confirm the presence of a lump due to 

several continues notches on the main scratch (scar) bottom. Any actual material 

transfer should be confirmed by sequential OP measurements of the tool surface 

or scratch y-profiles. It is important to declare that the above definitions of 

appearances are in accordance with the existing ASTM G40 terminology 

standards [2] but applied to the SOFS test equipment and the circumstances 

surrounding this kind of contact.  

 

Adhesive contact/wear 

Adhesive contact has a distinguishing feature and this is transfer of work material 

from one surface to another. In dry sliding, material transfer is always present and 

any differences in classification must be related to rate of transfer or chemical 

bonding between the two surfaces and affected volume (sheared volume) on the 

work piece. The terms mild adhesive and severe adhesive wear are quite common 

but no standard categorization connected to appearance on the work sheet has 

been agreed upon. Because friction is very different depending on materials, used 

equipment and applications and there are frequent misinterpretations between 

researchers because they have different opinions about appearance and contact 

categorization [1]. That is why this report explains and categorizes appearances 

for each contact with regards to the SOFS and the ASTM standard. This short 

presentation will assist the reader and hopefully eliminate misinterpretations. 

 

Mild adhesive contact/wear  

The figures (Fig 6.1.1-1, A & Fig 5.1.1-1) illustrate an early SOFS scratch 

analyzed with a SEM. It is possible to categorize this SEM appearance to 100% 

mild adhesive transfer or wear, because the corresponding volume and rate of 

material transfer is low and an OP (optical profile meter) can barely confirm 

material buildup on the tool. However, in an SEM examination the tool surface 

exhibits clear evidence of contact and small clusters and thin layers of material 
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transfer. It is not clear if this can be regarded as a lump because the definition of a 

lump is a protrusion above the tool surface and this is not a clear protrusion. 

However, if we only contemplate the SEM appearance in (Fig 6.1.1-1, A) &    

(Fig 5.1.1-1) the term mild adhesive is also suitable due to discontinuity, big 

overlaps in the scratch, implying that no breakthrough of the mean height of the 

surface asperities has been achieved. This means that all mechanical wear can be 

derived from shear stress of the asperities, which is confirmed by the y-profile 

produced with an OP (optical profilometer), see (Fig 6.1.1-2). The surface is 

sheared and flattened and mild adhesive friction* is therefore highly dependent on 

the shear modules=τU of the surface asperities and a small total sheared volume. 

 

 

 

Asperity hight 

 

 

 

Adhesive contact/wear in association with abrasive contact/wear 

One feature of the adhesive contact is probably more difficult to understand than 

the previous discussed material transfer and surface shear stress, and that is the 

possibility for association with abrasive wear. If we, for example, have abrasive 

ploughing, (Fig 6.1.1-1, C), that inflicts wear or a scar deeper than the mean 

height of the surface asperities, the adhesive component will be active on the 

slopes of the created scratch by picking up fractions of the created wear volume. 

The association can be described as symbiotic, because increased abrasive wear 

will enlarge the wear volume and influence the area of contact, which increases 

the possibility for adhesion. In term, adhesion of material can increases lump size 

and abrasive ploughing, this can go on in a continuous cycle until a sudden lump 

decrease due to shear stress deformation of the lump and transfer of material back 

to the work sheet. In the SEM figures (Fig 6.1.1-1, C & 5.1.1-2) illustrating an 

“abrasive scratch”, mild adhesive contact is quite hard to see because in a 

ploughing scratch you don’t see the material transfer or buildup on the tool and 

the figure can only be regarded as a clue to the classification of the contact. 

However if the slope of a ploughed scratch are even and smooth you can suspect 

Mild adhesive component 

Asperity mean height. 

Fig 6.1.1-2 illustrates the adhesive component in figure (Fig 6.1.1-1, A). No 

dimensional wear can be found below the mean surface. 

Wear volume=498,5 [µm
2
] 

µ=0,26 (*Low absolute friction) 
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interaction with a “mild adhesive” component. This should, however, be 

confirmed by sequential measurements and growth of the scratch y-profile (OP) 

or the lump on the tool. A scratch y-profile (OP) can be seen in (Fig 6.1.1-3).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note, a clear change in the sheet materials contact behavior is much easier to spot 

with an SEM figure, see severe adhesive wear (Fig 6.1.1-1, D, & 5.1.1-3). 

 

Abrasive contact/wear 

In most cases, a specific SEM figure can not tell if we have transfer of material 

from one surface to another but it can indicate the presence of a lump. The 

abrasive contact is distinguished by mechanical wear below the mean height of 

the surface asperities, which cause a larger wear volume compared to initial mild 

adhesive contact. Abrasive wear can therefore be established by distinctive 

continuous lines, stripes or micro scratches within the main scratch (scar) bottom, 

which indicate a breakthrough of the mean surface layer, see SEM figures        

(Fig 6.1.1-1, C & 5.1.1-2). Abrasive ploughing can be recognized through 

uprising of valleys, which only a scratch y-profile (OP) can confirm, see figure 

(Fig 6.1.1-3). The larger wear volume connected to the materials resistance for 

penetration, which to simplify maters is connected to the hardness, usually 

absorbs a bigger amount of energy compared to the initial first few centimeters of 

a test with mild adhesive flattening where energy loss is connected to deformation 

of the surface oxide asperities. This can be translated to an additional input to the 

kinetic friction by the abrasive component. The “severe adhesive” component can 

be found with abrasive characteristics, see (Fig 6.1.1-1, B), but, (Fig 6.1.1-1, C), 

is classified as primarily abrasive because the scar bottom exhibits mini scratches 

up to 97% and no instant definite mild adhesive material transfer can be seen. 

Abrasive component 

Mild adhesive component 

Fig 6.1.1-3 illustrates an abrasive scratch y-profile. The abrasive ploughing 

component is responsible for uprising of valleys and dimensional wear bellow 

the mean height of the surface, seen in the SEM figure (Fig 6.1.1-1, C) as several 

continuous stripes. The not visible adhesive component is responsible for 

material transfer and shear stress between the two surfaces.  

Wear volume =1451,75 [µm
2
] 

µ=0,26 
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Severe adhesive contact/wear  

Severe adhesive contact is as all other types of adhesive contact situated between 

the two interacting surfaces. This means that most of the deformed volume under 

and over the mean height of the work sheet surface asperities will be considered 

as abrasive wear, see y-profile (OP) (Fig 6.1.1-4). However no continuous 

abrasive lines, stripes or micro scratches are visible in the SEM, (Fig 6.1.1-1, D) 

& (Fig 5.1.1-3), the SEM figure can only confirm a clear change in the sheet 

materials plastic behavior and the damage (scratch) on the SEM figure is therefore 

classified as severe adhesive.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The severe adhesive component situated between the lump and scratch exhibit 

increased plastic deformation and a uneven surface which can be translated to 

(“increased ductility”) and severe bonding between the two surfaces that causes 

(or induces) damage or wear below the mean height of the surface. This means 

that the affected sheared and deformed volume can be quite large, especially 

compared to, (“less ductile” or “more brittle”), surface contact exhibited in mild 

adhesive flattening. The exact mechanism for this change in material behavior is 

not totally clear. However, the empirics show that the energy consumption per 

scratch cross section and wear volume is higher for “severe adhesive” contact 

compared to an “abrasive” pattern, see (Fig 6.1.1-1, B & D). The primarily 

abrasive characteristics in (B) exhibits a wear volume of 1451,75 [µm2] and a 

friction of µ=0,26. Compare this to W=1603,5 [µm2] and a friction of µ=0,43 for 

the 100% severe adhesive pattern (D). It is probable that some kind of change in 

material behavior take place which require further advancement to consume more 

energy. Note, mild adhesive characteristics inflicts similar friction µ=0,26 but 

smaller wear volume W=498,5[µm2], see (Fig 6.1.1-1, A). The reason is not clear 

but could probably be explained by the surface oxides material parameters. 

Abrasive component 

Severe adhesive component 

Fig 6.1.1-4 illustrates an y-profile (OP) for the severe adhesive scratch seen in the  

SEM figure (Fig 6.1.1-1, D). The abrasive ploughing component is responsible for 

uprising of valleys and wear bellow the mean surface notably not visible in the 

SEM figure. The severe adhesive component is responsible for severe amount of 

adhesion, absolute stress and a large sheared volume between the surfaces.  

Wear Volume 1603,5 [µm
2
] 

µ=0,43 
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Severe adhesive contact in association with small amounts of abrasion 

The previous argumentation includes the possibility for a strong association 

between abrasive wear and severe adhesive contact. Both wear conditions can 

rarely be defined with a single mechanism, see SEM and y-profile (OP)            

(Fig 6.1.1-1, D). The scratch OP y-profiles indicate that what defines the contact 

is not the amount of deformed material or dimensional wear, it is how the mating 

surfaces, the abrasive body and the scratched surface interact. The SEM figure 

(Fig 6.1.1-5, A) illustrates general asperity/asperity mild adhesive contact 

indicating small amounts of adhered material on the tool. However, 

simultaneously there exist small continuous abrasive lines, stripes or micro 

scratches within the main scratch (scar) bottom. Some if these micro scratches 

exhibits a clear change in the sheets materials plastic behavior the developed 

pattern was defined previously as severe adhesive characteristics, (Fig 6.1.1-5, B) 

and (Fig 5.2.1- 4-5). The severe adhesive SEM characteristics can clearly not be 

connected to dimensional wear because the majority of the main scratch (scar) 

bottom is asperity/asperity mild adhesive, which equals low total wear volume. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If the above observation is correct must the reason for this change in plastic 

behavior, be connected to something else than lump size? My opinion is that the 

shape and geometry of the lump is the main parameter for switches between wear 

mechanisms, the size of the lump or the amount of material that is being deformed 

is only circumstantial. A critical shape could be illustrated by the OP scratch y-

profile in (Fig 6.1.1-1, D). If this is correct should it be able to be broken down to 

a micro level on an isolated area of a penetrating body which exhibits the same 

shape but in smaller proportions. This notion is precisely what the SEM figure and 

y-profile (OP) in figure (Fig 6.1.1-1, B) illustrates. The y-profile (OP) and SEM 

figure indicates continuous abrasive ploughing but also severe adhesive damage 

Fig 6.1.1-5 illustrates the first 30 [mm] of a scratch which generally exhibits 

mild adhesive contact or asperity flattening (A) and simultaneously is small 

abrasive notches formed where some exhibits a severe adhesive appearance (B). 

B A 
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on the right side of the SEM figure. The last correlates well with sharp peaks in 

the main scratch (scar) bottom, see y-profile (OP) (Fig 6.1.1-1, B). The 

characteristics found in severe adhesive SEM figures can always be found in 

association with sharper W or V y-profiles (OP) in the majority of all scratches 

created with a SOFS (slider-on-flat-surface) tribo-tester. Note that a y-profile 

might not be enough to explain a change in friction mechanism, if lump shape is 

important must the overall shape and a 3D measurement of the lump be vital. 

6.1.2 Mechanisms 

Severe adhesive contact have been observed for loads between 100-300[N] and 

sliding velocities v=0,04-0,08 [m/s]. Severe adhesive contact usually exhibit 

higher frictional input per scratch cross section [m
2
] or corresponding wear 

volume compared to an abrasive SEM pattern. This investigation have seen severe 

adhesive contact together with a steady high mean friction µ=0,50 and a tiny 

lump, (height 5, width 300µm and length 464), this can be compared to a steady 

and low mean friction µ=0,3 and a massive lump, (height 10, width 300µm and 

length 560 µm), see (Chapter 5.3.3). It is discovered that rapid lump growth can 

take place at a short distance in association with a severe adhesive contact and a 

relative low kinetic friction µ=0,34, see (Fig 5.2.1-6). The penetration depth is 

clearly not the reason for switches between contact mechanisms because the 

severe adhesive phenomenon is present already in the start of a test where the 

macro lump depth is insignificant, see (Fig 6.1.1-5 and 5.2.1-6). Severe adhesive 

wear is scarcely or never observed on the main scratch (scar) bottom if the cross 

section of the scratch’s OP y-profile is flat and U-formed, see (Fig 5.2.2-6). 

Severe adhesive contact is found in association with sharper peaks in the scratch 

y-profiles and has, as previously shown, no apparent connection to, the lump 

volume, depth of penetration or the exact amount of material transfer to the tool 

[m
3
/s] and there is no clear minimum frictional value connected to the contact. 

 

Speculation 

The high frictional input per scratch cross section or wear volume found in severe 

adhesive contact could in my opinion be obtained by a change in the sheets 

material parameters and contact behavior. An increase in temperature pursued by 

phase transition quickly followed by cooling could create a weld or solder 
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between the two surfaces and explain the sometimes present raise in friction. It 

would also explain the distinct sound with low frequency heard during the contact 

derived from the time it takes to heat, cool and break a single weld or solder, 

developed vibrations will be heard as a sound. Note that the weld or solder could 

be of different size and temperature when it breaks which would explain changes 

in sound and friction amplitude. A justified question is if a temperature in the 

range of the phase transition temperature or even the melting point is possible in 

dry SOFS contact? In thermodynamics a clear dependence for temperature can be 

found in the concentration of energy per volume unit [Nm/m
3
]. In this case would 

free energy from plastic deformation and compressive high pressure in the 

demarcated volume surrounding the lump be the source for frictional heating and 

a continuous increase in developed temperature, this view is not accepted 

throughout the entire tribological community. However, if we just reason about 

the possibility for high initial contact temperature created by compressive pressure 

could it be unevenly distributed. This means that the material will exhibit a drop 

in temperature when it relocates from a high pressure to a low pressure area. The 

previously heated material quickly changes deformation properties and creates a 

weld or solder between the two surfaces which exhibits a higher resistance to 

further deformation a process very similar to friction welding, (Fig 6.1.2-1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The common plasticity theory for solid materials includes Newton’s second law 

and must apply to penetration of solid elements, such as the contact found in the 

SOFS tribo-tester. The theory in its simplest form can be written as follows:  

 

Fig 6.1.2-1 illustrates a schematic sketch of a possible mechanism for the 

severe adhesive contact and the interaction between the lump and sheet. 

The sheet material is heated due to plastic deformation, frictional heating 

and high pressure. When the pressure is relaxed the wear material quickly 

changes deformation and adhesion properties and creates a weld or solder. 

Both lump and sheet is partly 

tempered and cooled during sliding. 

B 

sheet 
Lump 

A 
Sliding direction 

High pressure 

gives high temp 

Tempered sheet material 

Low pressure quickly 

cools the sheet material 
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The previous expression contains acceleration, tensile and shear components the 

last two have a great importance for the stress distribution but it is perhaps easier 

to understand the contact found in SOFS tribo-testing if we make a schematic 

view and disregard the tensile and shear components and instead investigate 

acceleration of mass. The Hardness (Vickers) can be used as a substitute and as a 

minimum pressure for plastic deformation. In reality is the Hardness (Vickers) the 

static pressure between a penetrating diamond pyramid and its subject material 

where the penetration speed approach zero v=0 during testing. The hardness is 

thereby not suited for defining the lumps contact pressure. However the hardness 

is in this example regarded as the lumps contact pressure before sliding and a 

boundary during sliding and the min pressure in the plastic region (Fig 6.1.2-2). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 6.1.2-2 illustrates a schematic sketch of how the stress distribution could 

look like around a penetrating lump. Facc is the sum of all forces needed to 

accelerate one segment in the x-direction and should only be used as an 

illustration of the dependence to ∆xi. It is obvious that the acceleration must 

increase with a smaller plastic zone=∆xtot.  
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Faccx = The force needed to accelerate a segment 

 in the x-direction. 

∆vi = Velocity range over the volume segment. 

vn = Penetration velocity of the lump (x-direction) 

ρ= Density 

Kx= The force per volume unit [N/m
3
] 

∆τzx=Shear stress in the zx plane 

∆τyx= Shear stress in the yx plane 

∆σx= Tensile stress in the x-direction 

ux=Displacement [m] 

t = Time [s] 

∆xi = Segment length 

∆xtot = Total length of all 

 segments in the 

 x-direction 

mi= Mass of the segment 

 

vn 

Sliding direction 

Above view  

v=0 

The velocity approach zero 

when material reaches the 

wall of the formed  

scratch.  

Facc 
α 

∆yi 

∆xi = One segment length in the x-direction. The 

  sum of all segments gives the length =∆xtot. 

Width of the produced scratch 

Hardness set the pressure boundary 

around the plastic region.  
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The figure, (Fig 6.1.2-2), illustrate how the plastically deformed material is 

continuously moved to the side and has an initial velocity of v0 derived from 

acceleration in the elastic region which is limited by the pressure H and can not 

grow to unlimited size. The material is accelerated up to a maximum velocity v’ 

and decelerated down to v=0, this process is highly dependent on lump shape and 

the angle α, (Fig 6.1.2-3), for example v’ in the y-direction is derived from vn 

through )tan(v'v ny α⋅= . A lump with similar angle but with smaller proportions 

decrease the plastically effected volume, compared to its larger duplicates, 

although the velocity )tan(v'v ny α⋅=  is identical, implying an amplified ∆vi*, 

increase in acceleration and developed pressure between the segments. The sum 

Facc should only be used as an illustration how the acceleration must increase with 

a smaller plastic zone,                ∆xtot, if the maximum velocity is unchanged. Note 

that there exist limits for the smallest size a penetrating body can exhibit using 

classical physical laws and material science and it is connected to the lattice 

structure. 

 

 

 

The common plasticity theory must include a function for lump shape dependence 

and this function guide developed pressure in the same way as previously 

described, because the velocity and acceleration from v0 to v ’ and deceleration 

down to v=0 must happen due to the same lump surface and the direction of 

acceleration must be the same. I have learned that it is dubious to consider the 

developed pressure within the plastic zone as contact pressure because it is not a 

pressure between real surfaces but it is clear that the acceleration and pressure 

between each finite segment in the example must be higher if the plastic zone is 

smaller and it could perhaps be described as contact pressure between finite 

segments. The previous is not accepted through out the tribological community 

where some suppose that hardness is the highest possible contact pressure. 

However, to conclude the previous, a small plastic zone increases acceleration and 

pressure within the plastic zone. 

*If we consider finite segments with a constant ∆xi than the velocity range (∆vi) is amplified, if we 

consider a constant velocity range (∆vi) than the ∆xi decreases. In any case, the acceleration will 

grow something like a=1/x when x→0 and the mass decrease similar to m=ρx because the lump 

can grow to unlimited depth in the z direction without completely effecting the acceleration. 

Fig 6.1.2-3 illustrates the two areas with 

the largest acceleration the maximum 

velocity is v’. The pressure at v’ is 

compressive but a weld or solder could 

change the wear mechanism and input of 

tensile and shear stress.  

v0 

v=0 

v’ 

α=angle 

Sliding direction 

vn 

⇒∆∑ ix
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6.1.3 Galling initiation by frictional heating 

The attachment of material and the formed shape of the lump is possibly the 

reason for a change in contact mechanism from abrasive continues scratching to 

severe adhesive characteristics seen using a SEM, see (Fig 5.2.1-5). The change in 

contact mechanism is usually followed by rapid lump growth, at least in the early 

stages of a SOFS test , or at the onset of galling, where initially only thin layers of 

mild adhesive material transferee is present. The problem is to conclude what 

comes first in the stage where a rapid lump growth takes place. Is it the high 

temperature, wear volume and debris from the severe adhesive contact that is 

smeared out on the tool surface, implying the need for a tool surface with high 

resistance against chemical reactivity at elevated temperatures? Or is it increased 

mechanical or physical attachment derived from crack growth or other enlarged 

defects or features on the tool surface, implying the need for high fracture 

toughness and physical strength in the tool surface?  

6.1.4 Verification  

When comparing researchers test results little is known about the underlying 

material that haven’t been presented but are included in the results. For example if a 

friction diagram is presented usually no or little effort is maid to examine the 

diagrams corresponding contact and, usually, focus is set on the friction coefficient 

values. This can of course give a clue to the material’s galling properties when 

doing a qualitative or quantitative evaluation with other materials that have been 

tested in exactly the same way. Unfortunately, we have to conclude that in dry 

conditions both qualitative and quantitative evaluations of friction graphs don’t 

necessarily produce a useful material ranking, see previous discussion chapters. 

Previous researchers [7] suggest that frictional heating is involved in the breakdown 

of the lubrication film due to changes in lubrication viscosity and increase in 

contact initiating galling and also discuss asperity attack angle and its influence on 

developed temperature. Other researchers [1] discuss energy concentration and 

temperature in association with adhesive contact, these papers support the ideas 

about geometrical reasons for a increase in temperature or a energy concentration 

dependence for contact temperature and a severe adhesive contact in dry sliding. 
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6.1.5 Controversy 

An interesting interpretation of the results is that friction dependence to lump 

shape is especially important for tool materials with a high ability to withstand 

material transfer. Small clusters of adhered material, attached to the surface with 

an unfavorable distribution could, compared to larger but more evenly distributed 

material transfer, cause higher friction due to an increase in contact temperature. 

The increase in contact temperature could possibly even increase material transfer 

earlier than expected. On the opposite, a tool with low adhesion properties to high 

temperature wear debris could possibly cause a severe adhesive contact and 

corresponding high friction for a considerable amount of time even though the 

actual transfer of material to the tool is low! An example of this can be found in 

the TiN-coating, see (chapter 5.3.3). It is not certain that wear debris from any 

eventual weld or solder is attached to the tool surface when it brakes, it could 

easily be transferred back to the sheet if the tool surface exhibits low adhesion 

properties to the formed debris. The result is lower lump growth than expected 

although the friction is high and therefore are friction graphs unsure in terms of 

ranking.  

6.2 Different ranking criterions 

6.2.1 Test with a fixed sliding length.  

Previous chapters have mentioned the difficulty in creating a detection criteria or 

a definition for sliding length to galling covering all existing equipment and 

materials in dry conditions. It was clear after initial testing that the friction curve 

could increase to a high level and drop back even after very long periods of 

sliding, the longest observation was for 500 [m], and this cyclic behavior could 

probably continue for a considerable longer sliding length than what is practical to 

measure. To cope with this a 300 [m] fixed sliding length was used in the final dry 

sliding tests. It is probable that some tests may need considerably longer sliding 

distances to give all the information needed but the question is when do we abort? 

The exact chosen length will always be a problem and a source for discussion but 

the early results seemed to indicate that a 300 [m] sliding length in most cases 

gives the right information. The other alternative is to subjectively abort when the 

friction is high and you “think” that you have the right information and this raises 
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questions about how practical it is and how much better it is. Another aspect of 

the problem is that friction graphs from the SOFS in its present form can not 

separate mild adhesive contact in association with abrasive (comparably low 

degree of adhesion =moderate friction input) and severe adhesive contact 

(comparably high degree of adhesion =high friction input) and their proportions. 

Severe adhesive contact exhibits a clear change in the sheet materials plastic 

behavior which could be interpreted as increased plastic deformation or ductility 

in the contact zone and a higher degree of adhesion between the two surfaces but 

should not be confused with the amount of transferred material to the tool. It is 

therefore dubious to abort a test if only friction values are observed, perhaps a 

different criterion is needed. 

6.2.2 Dimensional measurements to rank galling resistance 

To use dimensional changes of the damage on the work piece for example a 

change in scratch profile average Rt seems tempting, perhaps combined with a 

friction vs. sliding diagram. A question is if this criterion should be connected to 

the tolerance for scratching in industrial applications or not? Another solution is to 

“continuously” measure the amount of adhered sheet material to the tool at 

different sliding lengths during a single test with an OP (optical profilometer). 

This demands a disconnectable and, with exact orientation, attachable tool holder. 

None of these methods were available during the project due to practical reasons.  

6.2.3 Frequency analyzes 

Severe adhesive contact generates a distinct sound and to separate mild adhesive 

contact in association with abrasive (comparably low degree of 

adhesion=moderate friction input) and severe adhesive contact (a high degree of 

adhesion=high friction input). A measurement of the sound might be promising 

and differences in magnitude or intensity may help evaluation procedures 

although the exact frictional input of each mechanism might be hard to 

distinguish. The last is dependent on how we can map different proportions of the 

severe adhesive component and the abrasive component in relation to friction. It 

might be possible to relate sound magnitude to friction input, this will have to be 

investigated in the future but this report can only mention it as a possibility. 
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6.2.4 Quantitative detection criteria  

This project will use the galling definition in chapter 4.3.1, which presupposes a 

change from a *steady state with mild adhesive contact to a ≈100% severe 

adhesive condition in the total contact zone, both with a simultaneous abrasive 

component responsible for wear below the surfaces mean height, see (chapter 

6.1). The previous discussion clearly states that no such clear distinctions between 

contacts can be made if a SOFS friction diagram exhibits a linear appearance. 

Another problem is that similar rapid friction increases (µ=0,3→0,6) doesn’t 

exhibit the same rate of material transfer to the tool. Therefore is a quantitative 

ranking using friction diagrams questionable to make. Nevertheless, to fulfill the 

initial objective of this project a quantitative ranking is presented. To eliminate 

subjectivity we demand sustainability and a proper magnitude of the friction raise. 

 

• The maximum value of the kinetic friction must be about 2 times the 

average value for friction in the *steady state region. And the 

corresponding SEM appearance must primarily be of severe 

adhesive character, see (chapter 6.1.1). Also the kinetic friction after 

this point must have a permanent higher average than the initial 

steady state region. This can be confirmed by running the test up to a 

fixed sliding length, in this case 300[m], after suspected galling. 

 

• When a *steady state is absent or if pinpointing of the exact location 

is questionable a deeper investigation of lump-morphology, (lump 

growth dynamics), scratch appearance and correlation with the 

friction coefficient may help pinpointing different regions in the 

diagram and possibly even a quantitative sliding length to galling. A 

qualitative evaluation is probably more appropriate when confronted 

with such a friction diagram.  
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*Steady state 

The steady state region has horizontal characteristics and a friction that oscillates 

with relatively small magnitude, generally with a amplitude of ∆µ≤0,15. The 

steady state region follows the run in state where the friction is more unstable and 

usually oscillates with great magnitude and initially with a positive mean value 

derivative, which means a steady increase of the mean friction value. This positive 

mean value derivative can be derived from increasing and uneven buildup of 

material on the tool, which initially leads to, extremely localized severe adhesive 

wear, responsible for momentarily high friction peaks and also, a simultaneous 

and continues increase of abrasive wear. Both mechanisms contribute to a steady 

increase in the friction coefficient. When the buildup is sufficient and more evenly 

distributed on the tool surface, (meaning that the lump y-profile (OP) approaches 

a smooth U- or wide angle V-shape), changes the contact to a steady amount of 

primarily abrasive wear and low frictional input from adhesion which usually give 

a small drop in absolute amount and a simultaneous decrease in the magnitude of 

the oscillation for the mean friction. After this stabilization the mean friction 

curve is horizontal for a certain time period [s], or in other terms a noticeable 

length [m] and the steady state is reached.  

6.2.5 Binomial distributed quantitative galling lenght  

To statistically secure the evaluation process the acceptable standard deviation can 

be chosen. A binomial distributed galling percentage must approach 0 % galled or 

100% galled or be based on a large total test amount to give a low standard 

deviation. A qualitative ranking is used and the tests are executed with a fixed 

sliding length and examined, those who exhibit galling are counted and divided by 

the total test amount to give a galling percentage. For example, if we execute a 

number of tests to a fixed sliding length of 300 [m] and count the number of tests 

that exhibits galling after a sliding length of 50 [m] we might have a 50 % ratio 

which equals a large standard deviation, if we count the number of tests that 

exhibits galling after 60 [m] we might have an 80% ratio which equals a much 

lower standard deviation. Note that the method can be useful even for qualitative 

ranking where you can count number of test results that are better then the other 

materials. If one material is superior in 80% of the compared test will the result be 

statistically secure due to a low standard deviation.  
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6.3 Test methods discussion 

6.3.1 The SOFS tribo- tester 

The SOFS tribo- tester is a well designed machine for evaluation of frictional 

behavior. The SOFS tester’s ability to save the total scratch, sheet damage, history 

enables the results in this report which in many other types of tribotesting 

equipments would be impossible to acquire. However the SOFS tribo- tester have 

limitations in measuring abilities that might endanger any attempt to find an 

objective sliding length to galling in dry contact using only friction vs. sliding 

graphs. The most important ability is that the present SOFS equipment lacks 

means to discriminate between different contact types namely mild adhesive 

contact (low degree of adhesion) in association with abrasive ploughing 

(dimensional wear) and the severe adhesive component (comparably high degree 

of adhesion) and their proportions of the kinetic coefficient of friction closely 

linked to any frictional galling criteria. The discussed problem with similar high 

friction and difference in material transfer also calls for another criterion. Perhaps 

any eventual frictional galling criteria be developed especially for the aim, test 

equipment, test material and conditions for example dry or lubricated? 

6.4 Material ranking 

6.4.1 Sv21 Vs Va40  

Sv21 

The frictional behavior and graphs for Sv21 can be assumed to exhibit a linear 

increase and the trend is quite clear, 70% of all friction diagrams exhibits a linear 

increase and no clear steady state, see (Fig 5.2.1-2) and appendix D. The statistics 

leads to a linear increase in at least 55.5% (p-σ) of all Sv21 tests with a 95% 

security, see (chapter 5.4.3). The absence of a steady state and no dramatic raise in 

friction makes it hard to pinpoint a sliding length to galling which is used for 

quantitative ranking. The Sv21´s lump morphology in (Fig 5.3.1-2) show a 

probability flux between different lump appearances. If this is related to linear 

friction behavior and evolutionary changes in lump shape during sliding is not 

clear because the corresponding friction graphs were not linear, see (Fig 5.3.1-3). 
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Va40 

In comparison to Sv21 exhibits Va40 a steady state. The general friction vs. 

sliding behavior confirms a high raise after some meters of sliding creating a put 

downed (rotated) L-formed curve (graph). The counted ratio was 64% L-formed 

out of a total of 30 tests. The Va40´s 300 [m] sliding tests exhibits only 1 test that 

could be categorized as linear increase out of a total of 9 tests and even this 1 test 

had a clear tendency for much more dramatic raises compared with Sv21. The 

statistics lead to an L-formed diagram in 55.9% (p-σ) of all Va40 tests, see 

(chapter 5.4.3). Notably is it probable that the generated galling sliding length to 

galling≈145[m] for 300[m] 300[N] Va40 (65) is doubtful and a product of chance 

because it is way outside the confidence interval, see figure (Fig 5.4.3-1). Some 

other results are also outside the intervals but not with the same magnitude. The 

Va40´s lump morphology in (Fig 5.3.2-2) show virtually the same appearance for 

all four test. The uniformed thin and sharp shape could explain the rapid friction 

raise and L-graphs. Unfortunately, the corresponding graphs in the lump 

morphology test did not exhibit a clear L-form but the lump shape is perhaps a 

clue to the general frictional behavior of Va40, see (chapter 5.3.2) & (Fig 5.3.2-3). 

6.4.2 Sleipner (TiN-coated) 

Sleipner the TiN-coated tool material exhibits extremely unstable friction graphs 

and rapid high peaks followed by equally rapid decreases even after very long 

sliding distances 300[m], although similar behavior can be observed for Va40 is 

Sleipners unstableness more frequent. The frequency of the fluctuations seems to 

decrease with a reduced normal load. The maximum amplitude for the friction 

increase is almost the same for all loads but the length or sustainability for each 

cycle increases with higher normal load, this might be connected to an increase in 

contact area. In the project group was a theory about unstable friction behavior 

connected to shear stress and deformation of the transferred material and formed 

lump which leads to sudden reduction of lump size and lower friction, this was 

referred to as a stick slip behavior by me and my coworkers. Another theory is 

that the lump grows bigger to a favorable shape and the attack angle is changed, 

this will decrease contact temperature and friction similar to the OP y-profiles and 

drop in friction found in the figures, (Fig 5.2.1-6) and (Fig 5.2.2-6). 
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6.4.3 Quantitative ranking  

The generated quantitative ranking, based on friction diagrams and the criterion in 

chapter 4.3.1, rank Sv21 first or divided second place with Sleipner (TiN coted) 

and Va40 (63.3).  

 

 

The main reason for this is that Sv21 doesn’t have a high friction (2 times the 

stable state) early in the tests. The results will be even more confusing if we 

change the criteria because some of Va40 tests have an initial linear increase equal 

to that of Sv21 before the more “dramatic” friction increase. If we state that the 

increase is independent of friction values and magnitude we have difficulties in 

subjectivity because what exactly is a significant increase? My opinion is that a 

friction based sliding length to galling doesn’t exist in dry conditions, because we 

have immediate material transfer and cyclic contact. The only present friction 

graph that could give some kind of galling sliding length is a distinctive L formed 

graph, which are rare for some materials. Here the problem is that similar friction 

behavior exhibits differences in material transfer between materials. This is 

manifested in high kinetic friction and a small lump seen in, (Fig 5.3.3-1, -4), in 

(chapter 5.3.3).  

6.4.4 Future ranking methods  

My opinion regarding the SOFS tribo-tester is that in dry sliding should the tool 

be continuously examined during testing at low loads and initially with very short 

sliding distance between each OP measurement. This evaluates initial build-up 

and not long sliding contact. Any stick slip behavior could then be proven and be 

considered as a sign of good property against material adhesion and galling 

resistance. A quantitative ranking will consequently be based on several OP 

measurements on the tool during the first 1 meter of sliding, longer sliding 

distances could be considered but must include additional OP measurements. The 

adhesion properties should be based on attached material per sliding distance 

volume/sliding-distances [m
3
/m]. This demands a SOFS equipment with an 

attachable and disconnectable holder for the tested tool. The exact orientation can 

be obtained with a well designed disconnectable holder for the tool where the 

holder provides increased possibilities for connection solutions to the SOFS.  

RANKING 

1. Sv21 2.Va40 (63.3), Sv21(steady-state) & Sleipner. 

4.Va40 (59,7) and last 5.Va40 (65). 
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6.5 Important Properties 

6.5.1 Material properties that prevent galling 

The question about what material properties we can relate to the galling 

phenomenon are at presence only preliminary, because there is no singular 

unanimous established reason for the galling phenomenon although frictional 

heating can be suspected. There are, as mentioned, distinctions between dry and 

lubricated conditions but also in dry conditions we have troubles with distinctions 

between acceptable lump growth and a galling problem. Therefore is the 

presented preventive galling parameters only considered as well directed 

guidelines.  

 

Oxides 

Galling resistance increases if the donor material counter faces a surface that 

exhibits oxide layers, TiN or Carbon based coatings on the surface. Oxides or 

oxygen (O2) exposed surface and its eventual positive influence on galling was 

observed by researchers [22] and presented in a paper where one tool was left in 

an ordinary room and another one was left in an oxygen reduced environment. 

The tool left in the room developed a thicker oxide layer, according to the 

researchers, and galled at an approximately 50% lower rate. Another researcher 

found that the oxidation thickness of the work sheet have positive effect on the 

tools galling resistance or at least the exhibited friction. [23] My opinion is that 

the critical thickness and brittle material parameters of the oxides gives low 

contact temperature due to small amounts of plastic flow. The brittle deformation 

decrease frictional heating and developed pressure between tool and sheet and 

virtually all input of energy is consumed in brittle fracture. Another possibility is 

that oxides weakens the base and foundation for the developed localized, 

roughening and protrusion above the tool surface and will fall off before any 

dramatic effect in the kinetic friction is measured. Another explanation for the 

oxides positive influence on galling is that some are quite stable under high 

temperature and more chemically inert than the underlying tool material and 

therefore might the adhered material show lower adhesion properties compared 

with adhesion to a non oxidized surface. 
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Oxidation Rate 

To the author of this paper’s knowledge, no investigations have been conducted 

on tool materials with the aim of quantifying the effect of oxides on galling in 

terms of oxide reaction rate during sliding, investigations on the formed oxides 

chemical compositions or material parameters. Tribological tests where the wear 

rate is measured versus the nominal load are quite well established and these 

could possibly be used to investigate galling resistance. The question is if there 

are differences between galling resistance between materials with different 

transition loads (se Fig 6.5.1-1) regarding the oxidation protective hypothesis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It would be interesting to investigate the effect of a tool steel that is alloyed with a 

substance that give a high potential to develop oxides on the surface. The tool 

steel that requires higher load for the same oxidation reaction rate should exhibit 

more transfer of material. This mean that the tool steel is designed for a specific 

load, a later problem will be if oxidation increased dimensional wear on the tool. 

A 
A 

A 

Fig 6.5.1-1 illustrates a transition diagram wear resistance vs. load for 

different metals. At (A) a transition takes place due to increased oxidation 

rate. The question is if this transition has no or any effect on the galling 

resistance. 
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6.6 Identified fault factors when testing 

A number of fault factors have to be accounted for during testing with the SOFS 

tribo-tester. It is of course good to eliminate or minimize them before testing but 

this is sometimes impossible.  

 

Fault factors or comments about procedures 

• The orientation when polishing the tool material can have an effect on the 

asperity geometry and attack angle [42] [7] and the same tool orientation 

must therefore be kept for every test procedure.  

 

• The work sheets surfaces can exhibit different oxide thickness [23] and 

also exhibit a roller originated grain orientation on the surface which effect 

asperity interaction that potentially can affect the test results. The same 

work sheet orientation must therefore be kept for every test procedure and 

also all test materials (if possible) must be tested on the same sheet. 

 

• Despite cleaning the work sheets excessively and repeating the same 

cleaning procedure for every sheet some spoils of oil will always be present 

on the test sheet’s. 

 

• If different cleaning agents are used to break up the oil, there different 

chemical composition could react differently and unexpectedly with the 

sheet and influence the results. 

 

• After the cleaning agent was wiped off further cleaning was made with an 

alcoholic solution. This could also affect the results especially if it leads to 

unexpected reactions with spoils from the cleaning agent.  

 

• Oscillating normal load during testing gives a potential for fatigue wear in 

the tool influence on the test result. Therefore, the pulse compensation for 

all of the tests must be carefully chosen. An alternative is to do run in tests 

with each tool material and monitor the normal load fluctuations carefully 

and tailor sew a different pulse that suites each individual test material. 
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• Developed internal stresses in the sheet create a spring back and in severe 

cases this can influence the results due to bulk strain effect on surface 

roughness and also even more important with regards to the configuration 

of the test equipment (see chapter 5.1). When the tool is drawn back to it’s 

original position the work sheet may scratch the tool if a severe spring back 

have developed in the work sheet.  

 

• The exact polishing procedure for each test pulley was, unfortunately, not 

perfect, meaning that the exact grinding pressure, time and speed where not 

similar due to problems with equipment breakdown. This could potentially 

have an affect the on the surface morphology although the resulting Ra 

where in alignment.  

 

• The tested tool materials was kept in an oxygen reduced environment 

when not tested but when tested the different tool materials where in an 

oxidative environment for a considerable and dissimilar amount of time. 

 

• The used work sheets always have different amounts of delivery originated 

scratching on the surface.  
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7 Conclusion  

7.1 Testing method conclusion 

The previously presented work using a SOFS tribo-tester in dry conditions show 

that friction vs. sliding graphs are not comparable between different tests and 

materials and therefore doesn’t contain any desirable information for quantitative 

galling evaluations including sliding length to galling estimations and diagrams.  

7.2 The galling phenomenon conclusion 

7.2.1 General characteristics 

This investigation documented three different types of characteristic patterns 

found with a SEM (scanning electron microscope) on the main scratch (scar) 

bottom after SOFS tribo-testing. The SEM figures and description can be seen in 

the result chapter, see (Chap 5.1). The three contacts where defined* and named 

as the following:  

 
1. Mild adhesive, asperity/asperity contact with “limited ductility” or “a more 

brittle behavior” and a small sheared volume in the fracture mechanism 

and the sheet materials contact/plastic behavior. Mild adhesive material 

transfer can promote and increase abrasive wear, see (Chap 6.1). 

 
2. Abrasive wear, dimensional wear have SEM characteristics illustrating 

continues small notches or mini scratches found on the main scratch scar 

bottom, interpreted as damage or wear below the mean high of the surface 

asperities, see discussion chapter (Chap 6.1). 

 
3. Severe adhesive, surface contact have ragged SEM characteristics found 

on the main scratch scar bottom and interpreted as a clear change in the 

sheet materials contact/plastic behavior. Severe adhesive contact is always 

found in association with abrasive wear, the last can be confirmed by an 

OP (optical profilometer), see discussion chapter (Chap 6.1). 

 
 *Note, these names and definitions are not accepted throughout the tribological- 

   community. 
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7.2.2 Galling Mechanism in dry sliding 

1. In the first stages of adhesion thin layers of material is transferred from the 

work sheet to the tool surface often distributed in small clusters. 

2. The transfer is almost instantaneous. 

3. The first initiation is followed by the occurrences of several small abrasive 

scratches on the main scratch (scar) bottom after some [mm] of sliding. 

4. It is established that some of these small abrasive scratches exhibit a clear 

change in the sheet materials plastic behavior.  

5. The clear change in plastic behavior is in this report refereed to as, “severe 

adhesive wear/contact”. 

6. The adhesion between the two surfaces and friction is usually increased 

but the transfer of material to the tool is, in comparison between tool 

materials, not always significantly increased with severe adhesive contact.  

7. Severe adhesive contact has been found to be independent to lump size 

[m
3
] and transfer of material to the tool in absolute amounts [m

3
/s].  

8. Lump shape or distribution of transferred material, not size, is the main 

reason for a transition from a preceding contact to the severe adhesive 

contact. The probable reason is developed contact temperature. 

9. The previous conclusions, 6, 7 and 8, are the main reason why friction 

graphs are dubious to use for galling ranking in dry SOFS contact. 

7.3 Lump morphology 

The lump morphology investigation indicate that the volume of the lump and 

corresponding wear volume is important but secondary to the lump’s shape factor 

for defining the kinetic coefficient of friction. The coefficient of friction is not 

directly proportional to the rate of material transfer [m
3
/s] in absolute amounts 

because material affected by deformation and involved in the contact mechanism 

can be transferred to either the tool or the sheet.  

7.3.1 Material ranking using dimensional messurments  

 

Ranking  

1. Sleipner (TiN-coated) 2. Va40 3. Sv21 
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Comments 

Sv21 show a wide range of lump appearances between different tests, see   

(Chapter 5.3). Va40 show clear similarities in lump appearance between different 

tests, see (Chapter 5.3). Sleipners TiN coating seems to have excellent properties 

against sustainable adhesion of material compared to Sv21 and Va40 (HRC 65). 

The size of the transferred material in the 45 [m] test doesn’t correspond to a high 

friction and friction increase µ≈0.3→0.6, see (Chapter 5.3 Fig 5.3.3-1 & -2). The 

tool materials Sv21 and Va40 (HRC65) exhibit bigger/larger lumps and faster 

growth rate in association with lower friction values compared to Sleipner. There 

are no relationship between friction and lump size [m
3
] and rate of material 

transfer [m
3
/s] in absolute amounts. This lump morphology and dimensional 

measurements gave perhaps the best indication for a lump shape (distribution) 

factor in the coefficient of friction.  

7.4 Material ranking conclusion 

7.4.1 Material ranking using friction and sliding distance to galling 

The best material, according to the friction diagram analysis in chapter 5.4 based 

on the criterion in chapter 4.3.1, was Sv21 followed by Va40 (HRC 63.3) and 

Sleipner (TiN coated). The worst material was Va40 (HRC 65). Notably, Sv21 

have a linear friction increase, also the revelation about the independence to lump 

size, material transfer in absolute amounts and sustainable adhesion makes a 

quantitative ranking based on the friction coefficient and fiction graphs doubtful.  

7.4.2 Material frictional behavior  

Sv21 graphs exhibits linear increase in friction in about 70% of all performed 

tests. Va40 graphs exhibits put downed (rotated) L-formed curves in 64 % of all 

performed tests. The Sleipner (TiN coated) tool material exhibits large frictional 

fluctuations with several large increases and decreases but also considerable better 

frictional performance with decreased normal load. The problem with friction 

graphs makes it impossible to draw any conclusions about large frictional 

fluctuations. Because a drop in friction could be caused by a growing lump and 

changed shape, attack angle and corresponding lower temperature. It is thereby 

impossible to draw any conclusion about friction drops related to declining lumps.  
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Appendix (A) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Materials tested on work sheet A 

No other tool materials was 

tested on the same work sheet 

Materials tested on work sheet B 

Va40 (HRC 65) 200[N] Test-2  

(Appendix A)  

Sleipner 300[N] Test-6 (Appendix E) 

Sv21 200[N] Test-4 (Appendix D) 

 

Materials tested on work sheet C 

Va40 (HRC 65) 100[N] Test-1  

(Appendix A)  

Va40 (HRC 59,7) 100[N] Test-3 

 (Appendix C) 

Sleipner 200[N] Test-1  

(Appendix E) 
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Appendix (B) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Materials tested on work sheet D 

Va40 (HRC 63,3) 300[N] Test-7 

(Appendix B)  

Va40 (HRC 63,3) 200[N] Test-3  

(Appendix B) 

Sv21 300[N] Test-6 (Appendix D) 

 

Materials tested on work sheet D 

Va40 (HRC 63,3) 300[N] Test-7  

(Appendix B)  

Va40 (HRC 63,3) 200[N] Test-3  

(Appendix B) 

Sv21 300[N] Test-6 (Appendix D) 

 

Materials tested on work sheet E 

Va40 (HRC 63,3) 300[N] Test-7  

(Appendix B)  

Sleipner 100[N] Test-1 

(Appendix E) 
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Appendix (C) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Materials tested on work sheet F 

Va40 (HRC 59,7,3) 300[N] Test-8 

(Appendix C)  

Va40 (HRC 59,7,3) 200[N] Test-2  

(Appendix C) 

 Sv21 100[N] Test-2 (Appendix D) 

 

 

Materials tested on work sheet F 

Va40 (HRC 59,7,3) 300[N] Test-8  

(Appendix C)  

Va40 (HRC 59,7,3) 200[N] Test-2  

(Appendix C) 

 Sv21 100[N] Test-2 (Appendix D) 

 

Materials tested on work sheet C 

Va40 (HRC 65) 100[N] Test-1  

(Appendix A)  

Va40 (HRC 59,7) 100[N] Test-3  

(Appendix C) 

Sleipner 200[N] Test-1 (Appendix E) 
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Appendix (D) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Materials tested on work sheet D 

Va40 (HRC 63,3) 300[N] Test-7  

(Appendix B)  

Va40 (HRC 63,3) 200[N] Test-3  

(Appendix B) 

Sv21 300[N] Test-6 (Appendix D) 

 

Materials tested on work sheet F 

Va40 (HRC 59,7,3) 300[N] Test-8  

(Appendix C)  

Va40 (HRC 59,7,3) 200[N] Test-2  

(Appendix C) 

 Sv21 100[N] Test-2 (Appendix D) 

 

SSvv2211  DDpp11000000  220000  [[NN]]  TTeesstt--44  

Materials tested on work sheet B 

Va40 (HRC 65) 200[N] Test-2  

(Appendix A)  

Sleipner 300[N] Test-6  

(Appendix E) 

Sv21 200[N] Test-4 (Appendix D) 
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Appendix (E) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Materials tested on work sheet B 

Va40 (HRC 65) 200[N] Test-2  

(Appendix A)  

Sleipner 300[N] Test-6  

(Appendix E) 

Sv21 200[N] Test-4 (Appendix D) 

 

Materials tested on work sheet C 

Va40 (HRC 65) 100[N] Test-1  

(Appendix A)  

Va40 (HRC 59,7) 100[N] Test-3  

(Appendix C) 

Sleipner 200[N] Test-1 (Appendix E) 

 

Materials tested on work sheet E 

Va40 (HRC 63,3) 300[N] Test-7  

(Appendix B)  

Sleipner 100[N] Test-1 (Appendix E) 

 


